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Abstract
PETER FELIX BERTONE: Indirect Approaches to Constraining the Best
Estimate of the Astrophysical S-factor for Proton Radiative Capture on
Nitrogen-14.
(Under the direction of Arthur E. Champagne.)
Achieving a sufficiently precise experimental determination of the astrophysical S-
factor for the 14N(p, γ)15O reaction remains one of the most enduring and important
problems in the field of experimental nuclear astrophysics. This reaction regulates the
rate of energy generation during the main-sequence phase in stars with masses greater
than approximately 1.5M, for all stars at the termination of the main sequence, and
for all stars during the red-giant phase. This fact has numerous ramifications in other
aspects of stellar evolution including globular cluster age estimation, solar neutrino
production, and carbon star evolution.
The first attempt to directly measure the cross section for the 14N(p, γ)15O reaction
took place in 1951. After more than five decades and several attempts, a sufficiently
precise direct measurement of this reaction still eludes researchers. Given the vanish-
ingly small cross section for this reaction at stellar energies and the inherent limitations
of detection technology, there is some reason to suspect that the direct approach to mea-
suring this reaction will likely not markedly improve the situation in the future, thereby
necessitating the exploration of indirect approaches to constraining the best estimate
of the 14N(p, γ)15O astrophysical S-factor.
These were the considerations that motivated this dissertation. Prior to this study,
there were several unresolved questions concerning the nuclear structure of 15O which,
if measured precisely enough, could substantially improve the best estimate of the S-
iii
factor for the 14N(p, γ)15O reaction. In particular, it was thought that the width of
the Ex = 6793-keV sub-threshold level in
15O resulted in a large contribution from this
state to the 14N(p, γ)15O S-factor at stellar energies, but this width had never been
measured. Also, accepted best practice in the analysis of experimental S-factor data
involves inclusion of elastic scattering data for higher lying states in the compound
nucleus. Proton elastic scattering data on 15O exist, but nearly all are more than
five decades old. In addition, such scattering data have never been included in the
analysis of the radiative capture data. Therefore, the results reported here are the new
measurements of proton elastic scattering on 15O, the width of the Ex = 6793-keV
sub-threshold level in 15O, the effect of these quantities on the best estimate for the
14N(p, γ)15O S-factor, and the resulting astrophysical consequences.
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Chapter 1
The Significance of the 14N(p, γ)15O
Astrophysical S-factor
1.1 Preliminaries
In this section we will briefly review some important concepts and definitions that will
be encountered repeatedly in the text.
1.1.1 Non-Resonant Reaction Cross Sections and S-factors
Experimental nuclear physics is loosely divided in two main branches, nuclear structure
and nuclear reactions. This dissertation is an investigation of a particular nuclear
reaction, 14N(p, γ)15O. However, the means of studying this reaction was through some
techniques from the investigation of nuclear structure applied to the 15O compound
nucleus. Nuclear reactions are characterized primarily by a quantity called the cross
section, which describes the probability that the reaction will occur, expressed in units
of area per nucleus, or an effective interaction area to describe the flux removed from
the incident beam, which can be related to the reaction probability. The traditional
units for cross section are ironically named barn,1 where 1 barn = 10−28 m2. Equation
1.1 below defines the cross section, σ, in terms of the number of incident particles per
unit time, I, the reaction yield per unit time of outgoing reaction products, Y , and the
number of target nuclei per unit area, N ([Krane, 1988]).
Y = σIN (1.1)
The form of Equation 1.1 is highly idealized and does not take into account, for
example, energy losses. A more general expression for the reaction yield will be given
later (Equation 5.1). Cross sections can be measured as a function of energy, σ(E). An
example is shown in Figure 4.2. This example is also an illustration of a differential
cross section. In a typical experiment, the detector that registers outgoing particles
from the reaction occupies only a small fraction of the total solid angle. Therefore, it is
often more meaningful to report the differential cross section, dσ/dΩ, which has units
of barn/steradian.
One very important aspect of experimental nuclear astrophysics in the determina-
tion of cross sections for nuclear reactions that have important roles in stellar evolution,
explosive phenomena, or the creation of the elements. Indeed, this is the very point of
this dissertation. We set out to improve the understanding of the 14N(p, γ)15O reaction
cross section since it has an important role in stellar energy generation. However, it
is most often the case that charged-particle cross sections for reactions taking place
in some astrophysical environment are too small to be directly measured in a labora-
tory. In other words, although it is possible to produce projectiles in the laboratory
which have energies on the order of that found in astrophysical scenarios, the cross
sections for these charged-particle reactions at these energies are often far too small to
1One barn is actually an enormous cross section compared to typical charged-particle cross sections.
The term was apparently coined when investigators began measuring neutron cross sections, which
can be very large.
2
measure because of Coulomb barrier penetrability considerations.2 For example, in the
interior of the Sun protons and 14N nuclei collide with a center-of-mass energy such
that the 14N(p, γ)15O reaction has a cross section on the order of 10−19 barn. This is
approximately 10 orders of magnitude lower than is typically possible to measure in the
laboratory (with considerable difficulty). With such a low probability of these reactions
occurring, given attainable rates of incident beam currents and detection efficiencies,
an experimentalist attempting to perform a cross section measurement at energies seen
in the Sun’s core could expect to wait ≈ 108 years to receive a statistically significant
number of events.
To overcome this problem, the usual approach is to measure the cross section at as
low laboratory energy as possible, preferably over a wide range with a sizable number
of energy points, then extrapolate the cross section down to energies appropriate to
the relevant astrophysical problem using a reaction model. Leaving aside the concept
of a reaction model for now, we want to define a quantity whose energy dependence
is more suitable for extrapolation than the cross section. As was first introduced by
[Salpeter, 1952], we can factor the cross section into three parts, as shown in Equation
1.2. The first part arises out of the σ ∝ λ2 ∝ 1/v2 proportionality from the geometrical
limit for quantum mechanical scattering and reaction cross sections, where λ is the
de Broglie wavelength [Blatt and Weisskopf, 1952; Krane, 1988]. The exponential term
is an asymptotic form for the low-energy s-wave Coulomb penetrability and describes
only the Coulomb interaction between the initial charged-particles. The last factor,
S(E), the astrophysical S-factor, which is expected to have a weak energy dependence,
contains the essential nuclear physics information for the cross section.
2It is often possible to measure stellar neutron cross sections.
3
σ(E) =
(
1
E
)
exp (−2piη)S(E) (1.2)
E: Center of mass energy
η = e2Z1Z2/~v: Sommerfeld parameter
e, ~: Elementary charge, reduced Planck constant
Z1, Z2: Charges of interacting nuclei
v: Relative velocity between the interacting nuclei
This transformation is done because the cross section at very low energies, and in
non-resonant regions, is completely dominated by the Coulomb interaction. The cross
section can decrease 10 or more orders of magnitude in less than 100 keV, obscuring
subtle information about the reaction mechanism and making extrapolation difficult.
Therefore, we remove terms with strong energy dependence and extrapolate the S-factor
instead, which is much more smoothly varying in energy for a non-resonant reaction.
An example S-factor can be seen in Figure 2.3. Note the energy dependence. Often, and
occasionally in this study, the terms cross section and S-factor are used interchangeably
since they differ only by well-understood factors. The S-factor has units of MeV · barn.
We return briefly to the concept of a reaction model. This subject, and the par-
ticular model used in this study, will be covered in more detail in Section 5.4. When
performing an extrapolation of a reaction S-factor down the lower energies, it is most
often necessary to apply physical insight into the nature of nuclear reactions to guide
the process rather than to simply use an interpolating polynomial. The use of an ap-
propriate reaction model increases the likelihood that the extrapolated S-factor will be
physically motivated and hopefully more accurate. Useful overviews of a number of
different reaction models can be found in [Descouvemont, 2003] and [Thompson and
Nunes, 2009]. It must be remembered that these models are phenomenological, meaning
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they are not theories derived from first principles and cannot make quantitative pre-
dictions without data. Moreover, these models make some rather extreme assumptions
and a measure of skepticism must be retained when interpreting results from these
extrapolation procedures. Despite these limitations, however, reaction models often
provide astonishingly close descriptions of experimental data. Section 6.3 will revisit
this topic in the context of the astrophysical S-factor for the 14N(p, γ)15O reaction.
1.1.2 Stellar Reaction Rates for Charged Particles
In a laboratory experiment designed to measure an S-factor, the beam of incoming
particles is usually nearly mono-energetic and the second nucleus of the reaction is
usually stationary in a target. Neither is the case in a stellar environment. In addition,
we have not yet addressed the question of which laboratory energies correspond to
effective stellar energies. In the following discussion we assume the stellar environment
is non-degenerate, non-relativistic, and in thermal equilibrium. Again, this treatment
is for non-resonant cross sections. More details can be found in [Iliadis, 2007], [Rolfs
and Rodney, 1988], [Fowler, 1984], [Fowler et al., 1967], and references therein.
What is needed is a quantity, similar to the reaction yield of Equation 1.1, that
takes into account the difference in conditions between the laboratory and a stellar
interior. Whereas the angle-integrated reaction yield, Y , from Equation 1.1 has units
of reactions/s, a stellar reaction rate should have units of reactions · s−1 · cm−3, in part
because stellar models use mass as the independent variable and the density multiplied
by the rate gives the reacted mass. The volume in this case refers to the volume of
stellar gas containing particles involved in the reaction. In the laboratory, the nuclei
in the reaction have well-defined energy. However, the nuclei involved in stellar reac-
tions have energies governed by statistical mechanics. Therefore, an average over the
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution is required. We define the reaction rate per particle
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pair, Equation 1.3, as the Maxwell-Boltzmann averaged product of the cross section
and relative velocity of reactants. The symbols µ, k, and T denote the reduced mass,
the Boltzmann constant, and the stellar temperature, respectively. The other variables
are identical to those from Equation 1.2.
〈σv〉 =
(
8
piµ
) 1
2
(
1
kT
) 3
2
∞∫
0
σ(E)E exp
(
− E
kT
)
dE (1.3)
〈σv〉 =
(
8
piµ
) 1
2
(
1
kT
) 3
2
∞∫
0
S(E) exp
(
− E
kT
− b√
E
)
dE (1.4)
b =
√
2µ
pie2
~
Z1Z2 (1.5)
Inserting Equation 1.2 into Equation 1.3 we arrive at Equation 1.4, the reaction rate
per particle pair in terms of the astrophysical S-factor, where the exponential term is
known as the Gamow peak. Equation 1.4 can be used to find the most effective energy
for non-resonant nuclear reactions in a stellar environment. Using the first derivative
to find the maximal value of the exponential argument, we arrive at Equation 1.6. The
energy Eo is known as the Gamow peak location.
Eo =
(
bkT
2
) 2
3
(1.6)
exp
(
− E
kT
− b√
E
)
≈ I exp
[
−
(
E − Eo
∆Eo/2
)]
(1.7)
∆Eo =
4√
3
√
EokT (1.8)
The exponential term in the integrand of Equation 1.4 can be closely approximated
by a Gaussian function, shown in Equation 1.7, where I is a constant representing the
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Fig. 3. The energy dependence of the integrand in Eq. (6), defining the parameters of the Gamow peak.
can be compared with the cross-sections for the (p,γ ) and (α,γ ) capture reactions that
contribute in the pp chain or CN cycle, e.g.,
3He(α,γ )7Be→E0 ∼ 23 keV→ σ (E0)∼ 3× 10−5 pb,
7Be(p,γ )8B→E0 ∼ 18.4 keV→ σ (E0)∼ 1.5× 10−3 pb,
14N(p,γ )15O→E0 ∼ 27.2 keV→ σ (E0)∼ 2.2× 10−7 pb.
Direct measurements of these much smaller capture cross-sections at E0 are not anticipated
without orders of magnitude improvements in sensitivity.
For completeness we can also evaluate Eq. (5) for the case of a reaction dominated by a
narrow, isolated resonance,
∞∫
0
Eσ (E) exp(−E/kT )dE = Eres exp(−Eres/kT )
∞∫
0
σ (E)dE. (11)
Assuming a Breit–Wigner line shape σ (E) = σBW(E) = piλ¯2ω Γ1Γ2(Eres−E)2+Γ 2/4 with the
proper statistical factor ω = (2j + 1)/((2s1 + 1)(2s2 + 1)) yields
∞∫
0
σBW(E)dE = λ
2
res
2
ω
Γ1Γ2
Γ
≡ λ
2
res
2
ωγ .
Expressing T in units of 109 K and generalizing for a series of isolated resonances yields
〈σv〉12 = 2.53× 10−13 cm3/s(AT9)−3/2
∑
i
(ωγ )i
MeV
× exp(−Ei/kT ). (12)
For intermediate cases, between the limits of narrow, isolated resonances and nonreso-
nant reactions, one must directly integrate Eq. (5).
Figure 1.1: Fo matio of the Gamow peak (dash d, magnified) a a joint probability
distribution of Maxwell-Boltzmann (left) and Coulomb penetrability (right) distribu-
tions, y-axis is relative probability (reproduced from [Haxton et al., 2006]).
maximum height of the curve and ∆Eo is the width parameter. Matching the second
derivatives of Equation 1.7 at Eo yields an expression for ∆Eo, Equation 1.8, also known
as the Gamow peak width. The interval Eo ±∆Eo/2 corresponds to the energy range
in which nearly all stellar nuclear reactions take place. The parameterization of the
Gamow peak is illustrated graphically in Figure 1.1. As a brief example consider the
Sun, whose internal effective temperature is T ≈ 15 MK. In this scenario, the most
effective energy range for the 14N(p, γ)15O reaction is ≈ 26± 7 keV.
When calculating 〈σv〉 using Equation 1.4, rather than evaluating the integral from
zero to infinity, it suffices to do so only over the interval Eo ± n∆Eo/2 where n = 2
or n = 3 [Angulo et al., 1999]. However, it is seldom necessary to use the form of the
reaction rate per particle pair shown in Equation 1.4. It is often preferable, especially
in cases of non-resonant S-factors with weak energy dependence, to calculate 〈σv〉
in terms of an effective S-factor that is dependent only on stellar temperature and
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the total extrapolated S-factor at zero energy, S(0)total, which is our experimentally
estimated quantity. The form for the effective S-factor is given in Equation 1.9 and
the accompanying expression for 〈σv〉 in terms of Seff is shown in Equation 1.10. This
parameterization is derived from the combination of a power series expansion of 〈σv〉
about a fixed-temperature T0, a second-order Taylor series expansion of S(E) around
E = 0, and a Gaussian approximation of the Gamow peak [Iliadis, 2007]. The values of
αn are given in compilations [Caughlan et al., 1985; Caughlan and Fowler, 1988]. We
will use this parameterization in Sections 6.2 and 6.3.
Seff = S(0)total
(
1 + α1T
1
3 + α2T
2
3 + α3T + α4T
4
3 + α5T
5
3
)
(1.9)
〈σv〉 =
√
2
µ
∆Eo
(kT )3/2
Seff exp
(
−3Eo
kT
)
(1.10)
The units for the reaction rate per particle pair are reactions per second per volume.
Multiplication by the total number of particle pairs results in the overall reaction rate,
Equation 1.11, where NX is the number of interacting particles of species X (similarly
for NY ) in the given volume and the Kronecker delta term prevents double counting of
pairs. In practice, reaction rates are reported as the product of the Avogadro constant
with 〈σv〉 in units of cm3 ·mol−1 · s−1.
r = NXNX〈σv〉(1 + δXY ) (1.11)
1.2 The CN-Cycle and Stellar Energy Generation
The mechanism by which stars generate energy depends on their evolutionary stage.
Often more than one means of energy generation is in operation. During earlier stages,
the primary method is conversion of hydrogen into helium. There are two processes that
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Figure 1.2: The CN-cycle: proton captures in green, β+-decay in red, (p, α) reaction in
blue, stable isotopes drawn with a border.
accomplish this. One is called the proton-proton (pp) chain [Salpeter, 1952] and the
other is the carbon-nitrogen (CN) cycle [von Weizsa¨cker, 1938; Bethe, 1939a,b]. The
seminal works of [Burbidge et al., 1957] and [Cameron, 1957, 1958] refined and extended
the works of the previous authors and situated the pp-chain and CN-cycle within the
larger context of the synthesis of the elements in stars. The present discussion will be
limited to the CN-cycle.
The CN-cycle is a succession of proton captures and β-decays that culminates in the
production of 4He. It is referred to as a cycle because the sequence is closed (see Figure
1.2). The input to the CN-cycle is 4 protons, the output is one 4He nucleus, 2 neutrinos,
2 positrons, and nearly 27 MeV of energy per cycle. Note that these proton captures
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of 12C to 14N in the central region of the early Sun is com-
plete and rapid. The associated energy release is thought to render
the central portion of the solar core convectively unstable for a
period of about 108 yr. That is, the steep temperature dependence
of 12C( p, !) produces composition, opacity, and thus thermal
gradients sufficient to drive convection. The temperature at which
the 12C lifetime is comparable to the Sun’s 4.57 Gyr lifetime is
T7 ! 1.0. In the SSM, this includes essentially the entire energy-
producing core, R P 0.18 R" andM P 0.29M", so that nearly
all of the core’s primordial 12C has been converted to 14N. This
change in the chemical composition alters the opacity and, at the
3% level, the heavy-element mass fraction Z—SSM effects first
explored by Bahcall & Ulrich (1988).
The 14N( p, !) reaction determines whether equilibrium has
been achieved. The 14N lifetime is shorter than the age of the Sun
for T7 k 1.33. Therefore, equilibrium for the CN cycle has been
reached only for R P 0.1 R", corresponding to the central 7% of
the Sun by mass. Consequently, over a significant portion of the
outer core, 12C has been converted to 14N, but further reactions are
inhibited by the 14N( p, !) bottleneck.
The ‘‘BSP08(GS)’’ SSM (C. Pen˜a-Garay & A. M. Serenelli
2008, in preparation), which employs values for Z and the
14N( p, !) S-factor given below, predicts a modest CN-cycle
contribution to solar energy generation of 0.8% but substantial
fluxes of neutrinos:
13N("þ)13C;
E# P 1:199 MeV; $ ¼ 2:93þ0:91%0:82 ; 108 cm%2 s%1;
15O("þ)15N;
E# P 1:732 MeV; $ ¼ 2:20þ0:73%0:63 ; 108 cm%2 s%1:
Here the uncertainties reflect conservative abundance uncer-
tainties as defined empirically in Bahcall & Serenelli (2005). The
first reaction is part of the path from 12C to 14N, while the latter
follows 14N( p, !). Thus, neutrinos from 15O "-decay are pro-
duced in the central core: 95% of the flux comes from the CN
equilibrium region, described above. About 30% of the 13N neu-
trinos come from outside this region, primarily because of the
continued burning of primordial 12C; this accounts for the some-
what higher flux of these neutrinos. There is also a small but
fascinating contribution from 17F "-decay,
17F("þ)17O;
E# P 1:740 MeV; $ ¼ (5:82 & 3:04) ; 106 cm%2 s%1;
a reaction fed by ( p, !) on primordial 16O: the cycling time for
the second branch of the CNO bi-cycle, for solar core conditions,
is much longer than the solar age. The flux of these neutrinos
appears to be too small to allow a test of the Sun’s primordial
oxygen content by this means (Bahcall 1989).
The SSM makes several reasonable assumptions, including
local hydrostatic equilibrium (the balancing of the gravitational
force against the gas pressure gradient), energy generation by
proton burning, a homogeneous zero-age Sun, and boundary con-
ditions imposed by the known mass, radius, and luminosity of the
present Sun. It assumes no significant mass loss or accretion. The
homogeneity assumption allows the primordial core metallicity to
be fixed to today’s surface abundances. Corrections for the effects
of diffusion of He and the heavy elements over 4.57 Gyr of solar
evolution are included and have generally been helpful in im-
proving the agreement between SSM predictions and parameters
probed by helioseismology.
The assumption of a homogeneous zero-age Sun is based on
arguments that the early preYmain-sequence Sun passed through a
fully convective, highly luminous Hayashi phase, homogenizing
the Sun. Yet, as discussed by Winnick et al. (2002), whether this
homogeneity persists until the main sequence depends on the
Sun’s metal accretion history. In the subsequent late preYmain-
sequence phase (the Henyey phase), the Sun approaches the main
sequence by establishing and growing a radiative core. Metals
accreted onto the Sun in or after this phase would not be mixed
into the core. Thus, in principle, if the accreted material had a
metal content that was not uniform in time, differences between
the surface and core could arise in the Henyey phase. Winnick
et al. discussed scenarios in which such accretion might produce a
convective zone enriched in metals relative to the radiative zone.
For many years, one motivation for models with such ‘‘low Z ’’
cores was to lower the 8B neutrino flux, reducing the discrep-
ancy between the SSM and the results of the Davis experiment.
The SSM assumes that no such differentiation occurs. While
this assumption of a homogeneous zero-age Sun may be correct,
there are few observational checks on protosolar evolution. One
possibility might be the CN-cycle neutrinos. The flux of these
Fig. 2.—Bottom: The CNO bi-cycle for hydrogen burning. Top: A comparison
of the energy produced in the CN cycle with that produced in the p-p chain, as a
function of temperature T7, measured in units of 10
7 K. The results are normalized
to the p-p chain energy production in the Sun’s central core and to solar metal-
licity and also assume the burning is in equilibrium. The sharp dependence of
the CN cycle on temperature is apparent. If approximated as a power law T x, x
ranges between !19 and !22 over the range of temperatures typical of the Sun’s
hydrogen-burning core. The filled circlemarks the point corresponding to the Sun’s
center, T7 = 1.57.
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Figure 1.3: Relative luminosity versus effective temperature for the pp-chain and CN-
cycle, normalized to solar metalicity, the circle corresponds to the temperature at the
solar center, T = 15.7 MK, the 14N(p, γ)15O reaction rate from [Imbriani et al., 2005]
was used for the calculation (reproduced from [Haxton and Serenelli, 2008]).
are known as thermonuclear fusion in this context because the Coulomb repulsion
is overcome by thermal energy, thereby allowing the reactions to occur. The total
abundance of the CNO isotopes remains nearly constant and therefore these elements
can be thought of as catalysts. However, over time the net amount of 1H is reduced
in favor of 4He. In general, and in this case, the exhaustion of a source of fuel for one
cycle will portend the start of another evolutionary phase (more on this in the next
section).
All stars spend some of their lives relying on the CN-cycle as the main source of
energy. The pp-chain is favored at lower temperatures because of the higher Coulomb
barrier to penetrate in the CN-cycle reactions (see Figure 1.3). Therefore, in lower
mass stars, . 1.5M, the pp-chain will be the dominant energy source. Stars with
masses above 1.5M will have the CN-cycle dominating the production of energy from
the beginning (this mass is dependent on the metalicity of the star). However, as lower
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mass stars begin to exhaust hydrogen fuel in their cores, they will gradually switch to
having the CN-cycle be the primary energy source because the core temperature will
increase to sustain the power output.
Stellar structure and evolution are massively complicated subjects. The above dis-
cussion is only the barest overview of matters related to energy generation. Much more
information can be found in the works of, e.g., [Iben, 1967; Clayton, 1983; Phillips,
1994]. The connection between stellar energy generation and this dissertation lies in
the “bottleneck” reaction of the CN-cycle. The energy generation rate of the CN-cycle
is regulated according to the rate of the slowest reaction in the sequence. In this case,
it is the 14N(p, γ)15O reaction that is the slowest. This fact leads to some surprising
consequences in stellar evolution and even cosmology which will be discussed below.
For these reasons it is important to understand the cross section for this reaction with
minimal uncertainty compared to the other reactions in the cycle.
1.3 Globular Cluster Age Estimation
Globular clusters (GC) are tightly packed, gravitationally bound spherical groupings of
104 to 106 stars. The stellar density is highest at the center, around 103 stars per lyr3.
An example photograph of GC M55 is shown in Figure 1.4. Most globular clusters are
part of galactic halos, with highly elliptical orbits around the cores of galaxies, outside
the plane (the exception would be elliptical galaxies, where there is no plane). They
have orbital periods of ≈ 108 yr for the most distant from the galactic center (about
300,000 lyr). Globular cluster diameters range from tens to hundreds of lyr. There are
about 200 clusters within the Milky Way. Almost all galaxies have GC systems, some
with as many as several thousand clusters [Murdin, 2001].
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Figure 1.4: Image of globular cluster M55 (≈ 100 lyr diameter) taken with a 3.6 m
ground-based telescope (courtesy CFHT and NASA Astronomy Picture of the Day).
1.3.1 The Importance of Globular Clusters
Globular clusters are one of the most important objects for the study of astronomy
and astrophysics. This privileged position derives from several factors. To a good ap-
proximation, stars in a GC share the same initial chemical composition, were created
at approximately the same instance (relative to the age of the cluster), occupy the
same point in space (relative to their distance from us), and differ only in their initial
masses. In addition, the overall number of stars in the system is such that a statistically
significant number simultaneously exist in all of the evolutionary phases of low mass
stars. These considerations make globular clusters ideal laboratories for the detailed
study of theories describing stellar structure and evolution. The most metal-poor glob-
ular clusters are the oldest objects in the Milky Way galaxy and are among the few
types of objects for which accurate ages can be obtained. Since the Galaxy must be
at least as old as the objects that are part of the system, the estimated ages of the
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oldest GCs therefore constitute a stringent lower limit on the age of our Galaxy. By
similar reasoning, the oldest globular clusters also provide a lower limit on the age of
the Universe [Chaboyer et al., 1996; Murdin, 2001]. This fact implies GC ages may be
able to constrain the fundamental cosmological parameters of the Universe. For this
purpose, the uncertainty in age estimation of the oldest clusters needs to be reduced
to less than ±0.5 Gyr [Krauss and Chaboyer, 2003].
1.3.2 The Isochrone Fitting Method
We will now summarize the technique for estimating the age of globular clusters. This
provides an opportunity to add slightly more detail to the discussion of stellar evolution
that was started above. With our introduction to GCs we are now in a better position
to appreciate one of the main tools for the study of stellar astrophysics, the color-
magnitude or Hertzsprung-Russell diagram. A CMD or H-R diagram is a scatterplot
where each star is represented by a point according to its effective surface temperature,
Teff in Kelvin, (x-axis, increasing toward the origin) and its luminosity, L in watts,
(y-axis, decreasing toward the origin). Figure 1.5 gives an example H-R diagram for
the GC M55. The x-axis is labeled with both effective surface temperature and the
equivalent B − V color index. Likewise, the y-axis is labeled with both the absolute
magnitude MV and luminosity relative to the Sun, L/L. The effective temperature of
a star is the temperature for which a blackbody emitter of the same radius would have
the same luminosity. Hotter stars emit more blue light than red, which corresponds to
a smaller B − V index. Cooler stars emit more red light than blue, corresponding to a
higher B−V index. Luminosity, absolute magnitude, apparent magnitude (m), and the
distance to a star are interrelated. Characterization of stars by apparent magnitude,
still in use today, is a practice pioneered by the ancient Greeks. The details, while
fascinating, are peripheral to the scope of this work. When discussing H-R diagrams
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Figure 1.5: Example H-R diagram of globular cluster M55 (image from The Center for
Cosmology and Particle Physics at NYU).
we will refer to quantities, luminosity and effective temperature, that can be expressed
in SI units [Murdin, 2001].
The major stages of stellar evolution for low and intermediate-mass stars are illus-
trated on the H-R diagram shown in Figure 1.5. The following discussion will apply
only to low-mass stars since these are the stars observed in the oldest globular clus-
ters. A star on the main sequence generates energy through hydrogen burning, i.e., the
pp-chain or CN-cycle, in its core. As hydrogen fuel is consumed, the star increases its
effective temperature and gradually moves toward the turnoff point (TO). The turnoff
is the bluest and hottest position on the main sequence track and marks the point
where hydrogen is exhausted in the core. The star begins to switch over to the CN-
cycle as it approaches the turnoff point, so the turnoff luminosity is mostly regulated
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by the 14N(p, γ)15O reaction rate. As the star climbs the red giant branch, it is grad-
ually building up an ever-larger core of inert helium ash from hydrogen burning and
the site of the CN-cycle is now a thick shell around the core. Eventually, when all of
the hydrogen in the shell is converted to helium, the star experiences the helium flash
and commences converting helium into carbon in the core. We leave this summary of
nuclear burning at this point as further stages are less germane to the topic at hand. A
few general remarks are in order before returning to age estimation. The evolutionary
track depicted in an H-R diagram is known as an isochrone as it represents a snapshot
in the life of a cluster. The sharpness of turnoff points in observed H-R diagrams is
evidence for the nearly simultaneous creation of all the stars in the cluster from the
same proto-stellar cloud. Likewise, the narrowness of the observed collection of points
is evidence for the nearly homogeneous initial chemical composition of the stars.
Figure 1.6 shows theoretical isochrones for a globular cluster at three time stages:
the zero-age main sequence (ZAMS), 10.4 Myr, and 112.5 Myr, from top to bottom
panels respectively. The ZAMS corresponds to the point in time where all stars in the
cluster have just started core hydrogen burning. Larger mass stars have higher effective
temperature and thus lead shorter lives than lower mass stars. For this reason, the
stars with higher Teff will begin to leave the main sequence before those with lower
Teff . As a result, the main sequence turnoff point will be seen to decrease in effective
temperature and luminosity as the cluster increases in age. Using stellar models, it
is possible to establish a relationship between the turnoff luminosity of the observed
H-R diagram for a GC and the age of the cluster. The procedure is, in effect, to
“fit” a theoretical isochrone to an observed isochrone and extract the cluster age from
the main sequence turnoff point. An example is shown in Figure 1.7. This is a very
complicated and detailed process with a great deal of input physics, each with their
own inherent uncertainties. The main sequence turnoff (MSTO) luminosity is one of
15
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Figure 1.6: Time sequence of simulated globular cluster H-
R diagrams from ZAMS - 10.4 Myr - 112.5 Myr, respectively
(http://www.astro.ubc.ca/ scharein/a311/Sim/hr/HRdiagram.html).
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Fig. 4. Test of the CMD of the metal-poor cluster NGC 6397. The new isochrones with 13, 14 and 15 Gyr are reported. Their metallicity is
Z = 0.0003 ([M/H] = −1.8). We adopt (m − M)V = 12.58 and E(B − V) = 0.18. The data are from Rosenberg et al. (2000).
Fig. 5. Test of the CMD of the intermediate metallicity cluster NGC 5904. The new isochrones with 13, 14 and 15 Gyr are presented. Their
metallicity is Z = 0.001 ([M/H] = −1). We adopt (m − M)V = 14.41 and E(B − V) = 0.02. The data are from Rosenberg et al. (2000).
Figure 1.7: Globul r cluster NGC 6397 CMD with 12, 14, and 15 Gyr fitted isochrones
to main sequence turnoff region (reproduced from [Imbriani et al., 2004]).
several age indicators for globular clusters. However, [Chaboyer et al., 1996] argues that
methods other than isochrone fitting of the MSTO region are less desirable because of
larger uncertainties arising from certain model considerations, such as the treatment of
convection.
1.3.3 Lower Limit on the Age of the Universe
As mentioned, the age estimates of the oldest globular clusters can be seen not only as
a robust lower limit on the age of our Galaxy, but also as a lower limit on the age of
the Universe. The procedure, as described in the previous section, for dating a globular
cluster produces a poin estimate for the age. Of course, the i herent unc rtainties
associated with the physics input to stellar models means that estimates of globular
cluster ages, like any other measured quantity, should follow a probabilistic distribu-
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theoretical temperatures and luminosities to
observed colors and magnitudes, and (vii)
opacities below 104 K. Table 2 details the
range of these parameters used in a Monte
Carlo simulation to evaluate the errors in
the globular cluster age estimates. The
ranges for the oxygen abundance, the pri-
mordial helium abundance, and the helium
diffusion coefficients have changed as a
result of recent observations.
The Age and Formation Time of
Globular Clusters and Constraints on
the Cosmic Equation of State and
Mass Density
Using the estimates for the parameter ranges for
the variables associated with stellar evolution
(4, 5), we have determined the age of the oldest
Galactic globular clusters with a Monte Carlo
simulation (Fig. 3). Taking a one-sided 95%
range, one finds a lower bound of 10.4 Ga. This
lower bound is
more stringent
than previous esti-
mates because of a
confluence of fac-
tors; the new
Mv(RR) distance
estimates contrib-
uted 60% of the in-
crease relative to
previous estimates.
The best-fit age has
also increased and
is now 12.6 Ga.
Moreover, we also
find the 95% confi-
dence upper limit
on the age to be 16
Ga. To use these
results to constrain
cosmological pa-
rameters, one
needs to add to these ages a time that corre-
sponds to the time between the Big Bang and
the formation of globular clusters in our galaxy.
Observations of large-scale structure, com-
bined with numerical simulations and CMB
measurements of the primordial power spec-
trum of density perturbations, have now estab-
lished that structure formation occurred hierar-
chically in the Universe, with galaxies forming
before clusters. Moreover, observations of gal-
axies at high redshift definitively imply that
gravitational collapse into galaxy-size halos oc-
curred at probably less than 1.5 Ga, and defi-
nitely less than 5 Ga, after the Big Bang. Al-
though this puts a firm upper limit of 21 Ga on
the age of the Universe, the task of putting a
lower limit on the time in which galaxies like
ours formed is somewhat more subtle.
Fortunately, this is an area in which our
observational knowledge has increased in re-
cent years. In particular, recent studies using
observations of globular clusters in
nearby galaxies and measurements of
high-redshift Lyman ! objects all in-
dependently put a limit z " 6 for the
maximum redshift of structure forma-
tion on the scale of globular clusters
(23–26).
To convert the redshifts into times, it
is generally necessary to know the equa-
tion of state of the dominant energy den-
sity in order to solve Einstein’s equations
for an expanding Universe. However, the
age of the Universe as a function of
redshift is insensitive to the cosmic equa-
tion of state today for redshifts greater
than about 3 to 4. This is because for
these early times the matter energy den-
sity would have exceeded the dark ener-
gy density because such energy, by vio-
lating the strong energy condition, de-
creases far more slowly as the Universe
expands than does matter.
This can be seen as follows. For a flat
Universe with fraction #0 in matter density
and #x in radiation at the present time, the
age tz$ at redshift z$ is given by
H0tz$
! !
z$
%
dz
&1 " z'(#0&1 " z'3 " #x&1 " z'3&1 " w')1/ 2
(1)
where w, the ratio of pressure to energy den-
sity for the dark energy, represents the equa-
tion of state for the dark energy (assumed
here for simplicity to be constant). For w "
–0.3, as required in order to produce an
accelerating Universe, and for #0 * 0.3 and
#x * 0.7 as suggested by observations (27–
29), the#x term is negligible compared to the
#0 term for all redshifts greater than about 4.
This relation implies that the age of the
Universe at a redshift z + 6 was greater than
about 0.8 Ga, independent of the cosmologi-
cal model. Using this relation and the esti-
mates given above, we find, on the basis of
main sequence turnoff estimates of the age of
the oldest globular clusters in our galaxy, a
95% confidence level lower limit on the age
of the Universe of 11.2 Ga, and a best fit age
of 13.4 Ga.
These limits can be compared with the
inferred Hubble age of the Universe, given by
Eq. 1 for z$ + 0, for different values of w, and
for different values of H0 today. CMB deter-
minations of the curvature of the Universe
suggest that we live in a flat Universe [i.e.,
(30)]. When we combine the CMB result
with these age limits on the oldest stars, some
form of dark energy is required. The Hubble
Key Project (31) estimated range for H0 is
72, 8 km s-1 Mpc-1 (note that this estimate
is based on an estimate of Mv(RR) that is
consistent with our estimates). Figure 4 dis-
plays the allowed range of w versus matter
energy density for the case H0 + 72 km s
-1
Mpc-1. In this case, for #0 . 0.25, as sug-
gested by large-scale structure data, w" –0.7
at the 68% confidence level, and w " –0.45
at the 95% confidence level.
Although the precise limits and allowed
parameter range are sensitive to the assumed
value of the Hubble constant, the lower limit
on globular cluster ages presented here defin-
itively rules out a flat, matter-dominated (i.e.,
w + 0) Universe at the 95% confidence level
for the entire range of H0 determined by the
Key project. Interestingly, for the best fit
value of the Hubble constant, globular cluster
age limits also put strong limits on the total
matter density of the Universe. In order to
achieve consistency, if w . –1, #0 cannot
exceed 35% of the critical density at the 68%
confidence level and 50% of the critical den-
sity at the 95% confidence level.
One might wonder whether the upper lim-
Fig. 3. Histogram representing results of Monte Carlo presenting 10,000 fits
of predicted isochrones for differing input parameters to observed iso-
chrones to determine the age of the oldest globular clusters.
Fig. 4. Range of allowed values for the dark energy
equation of state versus the matter density, assuming a
flat Universe, for the lower limit derived in the text for
the age of the Universe, and for H0+ 72 km s
-1 Mpc-1.
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Figure 1.8: Predicted globular cluster age distribution (reproduced from [Krauss and
Chaboyer, 2003]).
tion. Therefore, it is the one-sided (low r) 95% confidence limi for the age of the oldest
clusters that should be interpreted as the lower limit on the age f the Galaxy and th
Universe. The ethod for rriving at an age distribution for globular clusters is to
perform the isochrone fitting procedure on the oldest clusters repeatedly, i.e. 103-104
times, with random samplings over the probability densities of input quantities. This
“Monte Carlo” procedure is computationally expensive and has only recently (by as-
tronomical standards) been possible. The first implementation of this approach was
reported by [Chaboyer et al., 1996]. The most recent calculation of this type was done
by [Krauss and Chaboyer, 2003]. The resulting istogram of Monte Carlo realizations
is shown in Figure 1.8. They arrived at a 95% one-sided CL of 10.4 Gyr for the olde t
clusters. Their best fit age was 12.6 Gyr and the 95% up r limit w s found to be
16.0 Gyr.
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Distance Scale: ±16%
Oxygen Abundance, [O/Fe]: ±7%
Convection Mixing Length: ±5%
Primordial Helium Abundance: ±3%
14N(p, γ)15O Reaction Rate: ±3%
Helium Diffusion: ±3%
Table 1.1: Globular cluster age estimation sources of uncertainty, in order of importance
(from [Chaboyer et al., 1996]).
1.3.4 The Role of the 14N(p, γ)15O Reaction Rate
Table 1.1 show the sources of uncertainty, in order of importance, for age estimation
of globular clusters via the isochrone fitting method. The percent value quoted in the
second column reflects the uncertainty in the best fit age, i.e. the median of the dis-
tribution shown in Figure 1.8, when the input quantity from the corresponding first
column was allowed to vary within ±2σ, while the other values were held constant, dur-
ing the Monte Carlo simulations performed by [Chaboyer et al., 1996]. We argue that
the uncertainties in the table are likely underestimated by this procedure and the role
of the 14N(p, γ)15O reaction rate, or for that matter any of the other input quantities, is
possibly more important than implied. First of all, [Chaboyer et al., 1996] and [Krauss
and Chaboyer, 2003] used the [Schro¨der et al., 1987] rate for the 14N(p, γ)15O reaction
and did not take into account the possibility that it could be wrong. This did turn out
to be the case, and the difference amounted to a 9% change in the best-fit GC age,
rather than 3% as listed in the table, which would move the 14N(p, γ)15O reaction rate
to second on the list. Next, the method of varying one parameter (through an assumed
uniform distribution, in this case) while the others remain constant neglects correlations
between parameters and potentially underestimates uncertainties. Certain parameters
would not be expected to be correlated, such as the distance scale and the convection
mixing length. However, changes in the 14N(p, γ)15O reaction rate will alter tempera-
ture and density conditions in the stellar plasma and could correlate with changes in
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FIG. 7.ÈAge as a function of the 14N] p] 15O] c reaction rate (R).
The lines of the form have the following coefficients : mediant9\ a] bR(a, b)\ (12.97, [1.26) ; [1p(a, b)\ (12.09, [1.01) ; and ]1p(a, b)\
(14.22, [1.76).
FIG. 8.ÈAge as a function of the helium di†usion coefficient (D) used in
the stellar models. The lines of the form have the followingt9\ a] bDcoefficients : median (a, b)\ (12.23, [0.67) ; [1p(a, b)\ (11.61, [0.71) ;
and ]1p(a, b)\ (13.05, [0.76).
FIG. 9.ÈAge as a function of low-temperature opacity (i). The best-Ðt
median along with ^1 p limits is plotted. These lines are of the form
with the following coefficients : median (a, b)\ (12.41, [0.68) ;t9\ a] bi,[1p(a, b)\ (11.63, [0.55) ; and ]1p(a, b)\ (13.16, [0.67).
FIG. 10.ÈHistograms for the mean age of the oldest globular clusters,
using (left-hand panel) the RYI Demarque, & King color(Green, 1987)
table and (right-hand panel) the color table.Kurucz (1992)
4.5. Calibration of the and Age RelationsM
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(TO) M
v
(BTO)
If the distance modulus to some cluster is known, then an
accurate absolute age may be determined using or,M
v
(TO)
alternatively, using et al. ThisM
v
(BTO) (Chaboyer 1996b).
later point is deÐned to be the point on the subgiant branch
that is 0.05 mag redder (in B[V ) than the turno†. As we
have discussed, this point is easy to measure on an observed
color-magnitude diagram, yet has similar theoretical uncer-
tainties to et al. As a result, theM
v
(TO) (Chaboyer 1996b).
precision in age estimation for individual clusters is better
using The Monte Carlo isochrones may be usedM
v
(BTO).
to quantify the error associated with an age determined via
either method. To facilitate such error estimates, we have
calculated the median and ^1 p pointsM
v
(BTO) [M
v
(TO)]
as a function of age (in a manner similar to that described in
the previous subsection) for four values of [Fe/H] : [2.5,
[2.0, [1.5, and [1.0. For ages between 8 and 17 Gyr,
these points were then Ðt to a function of the form
log (t9)\ b1] b2MV] b3[Fe/H]] b4[Fe/H]2
] b5[Fe/H]MV , (3)
where was chosen to be either orM
V
M
v
(BTO) M
v
(TO).
The coefficients of the median and ^1 p Ðts for both
and are given inM
v
(BTO) M
v
(TO) Table 5.
The use of these Ðts for determining ages via isM
v
(BTO)
illustrated for NGC 6752. Averaging the white dwarf dis-
tance modulus and the subdwarf main-sequence(° 2.2)
Ðtting modulus results in(° 2.3.1) (m[M)
O
\ 13.12^ 0.07,
TABLE 5
FIT COEFFICIENTS FOR AGE AS A FUNCTION OF ANDM
v
(BTO) M
v
(TO)
Parameter b1 b2 b3 b4 b5
M
v
(BTO) median . . . . . . [0.824 0.418 [0.248 [0.033 [0.014
M
v
(BTO)] 1 p . . . . . . . . [0.775 0.418 [0.221 [0.030 [0.017
M
v
(BTO)[ 1 p . . . . . . . . [0.857 0.413 [0.266 [0.037 [0.014
M
v
(TO) median . . . . . . . [1.305 0.515 [0.396 [0.018 0.049
M
v
(TO)] 1 p . . . . . . . . . [1.322 0.524 [0.428 [0.024 0.052
M
v
(TO)[ 1 p . . . . . . . . . [1.285 0.505 [0.361 [0.011 0.044
Figure 1.9: Globular cluster age versus 14 (p, γ)15O reaction rate (reproduced from
[Chaboyer et al., 1998]).
diffusion or convection phenomena. Lastly, there are efforts underway to greatly im-
prove the precision of the distance scale [Chaboyer et al., 2002]. The goal is to reduce
the uncertainty to <4%. Should these efforts be successful, the 14N(p, γ)15O reaction
rate uncertainty would become an even more important target for improvement.
Figure 1.9 plots the best fit GC age for each individual Monte Carlo realization
versus the corresponding randomly selected 14N(p, γ)15O reaction rate. The rate was
chosen from the interval defined by the NACRE compilation ±2x the quoted uncer-
tainty. The x-axis is the factor by which the rate was scaled. The figure nicely illustrates
the simultaneously simple and complex role of the 14N(p, γ)15O reaction. On the one
hand, as we will see in Chapter 6, and as we can see from the linear regression trend
line in Figure 1.9, the estimated turnoff luminosity and hence the GC age, does scale
with the reaction rate in a simple way. However, this is only in the average sense over a
very large number of cases, and the effect is rather small. The response of an individual
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model star, and actually of an individual fitted isochrone, to a change in the reaction
rate, as evidenced by the considerable scatter in Figure 1.9, is far more complicated.
The reason has to do with hydrostatic equilibrium. Changing the 14N(p, γ)15O reaction
rate in a model star may alter the energy production rate, but its internal structure
will automatically adjust to minimize any large-scale change and preserve equilibrium.
So if the energy generation is decreased slightly, the effective temperature decreases
and the core contracts to compensate. This slight contraction will increase density and
temperature, which will increase reaction rates. Because of the extreme temperature
dependence of the 14N(p, γ)15O reaction rate, there is a highly complex and delicate
balance, or “feedback” loop, maintained between the outward radiation pressure from
core hydrogen burning against the inclination, due to gravity, of the star to collapse
inward.
It is astounding to fathom that a single nuclear reaction, something that occurs
on a time scale of < 10−15 sec and distance scale of < 10−15 m, can have a significant
effect on our ability to understand the age of the Universe. This connection between
the subatomic and the astronomical is one of the most fascinating aspect of nuclear
astrophysics.
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Chapter 2
The Ex = 6793-keV Bound State in
15O and the 14N(p, γ)15O S-factor
2.1 The Structure of 15O and the 14N(p, γ)15O Reac-
tion
The 14N(p, γ)15O reaction is non-resonant at temperatures below T ≈ 0.1 GK, which
are characteristic of main-sequence stars and red giants. This temperature range corre-
sponds to energies of Ecm / 125 keV (Eo + ∆Eo/2, see Section 1.1). There are several
contributions to the reaction mechanism in this energy region. The ground state and
other bound states in 15O can be populated via the non-resonant direct-capture (DC)
process. Here the incident proton interacts with the Coulomb field of the target and
makes a direct transition to a core plus bound single-particle state. In addition, the
tail of the lowest (p, γ) resonance at Ecm = 259 keV will contribute, as will the tails
of more distant resonances. The total reaction amplitude is a sum of these contri-
butions with interfering phases. An 15O compound nucleus in an excited state can
form and decay either directly to the ground state or transition through bound states
before decaying to the ground state. The predominant transitions are highlighted in
Figure 2.1: 15O level diagram and decay scheme, figure reproduced from [Ajzenberg-
Selove, 1991], branching ratio data from [Runkle et al., 2005].
Figure 2.1 (Q = 7297 keV). Contributions to this process can come from the first pro-
ton capture resonance at Ecm = 259 keV, bound states of appreciable width such as
Ex = 6793 keV, and from very broad states at higher energy such as Ex = 9484 keV
(not shown) [Ajzenberg-Selove, 1991]. Other pathways for this reaction include di-
rect capture (DC) into bound states followed by transitions to lower states or the
ground state [Christy and Duck, 1961]. Absent a direct measurement of the S-factor
for the 14N(p, γ)15O reaction at stellar energies, measurements of the relevant nuclear
structure of 15O will help us understand the relative importance of each of the above
mechanisms. In principle, by constraining parameters in the model that describes the
S-factor, a much more reliable extrapolation of the S-factor to stellar energies can be
made.
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Figure 2.2: 14N(p, γ)15O situation pre-1987 (adapted from [Rolfs and Rodney, 1988]).
2.2 The Importance of the Radiative Width for the
Ex = 6793-keV State
2.2.1 Prior Direct S-factor Measurements, c.1951-1987
Early investigations measured the 14N(p, γ)15O total radiative capture cross section over
a narrow energy range and did not succeed in getting data in the energy region relevant
for main-sequence or red-giant temperatures [Duncan and Perry, 1951; Bashkin et al.,
1955; Lamb and Hester, 1957; Pixley, 1957; Valter et al., 1959; Bailey and Hebbard,
1963; Hebbard and Bailey, 1963; Hensley, 1967; Roughton et al., 1979]. In addition,
they did not separately measure the different contributions to the overall radiative
capture cross section from individual γ-ray transitions. Given the vanishingly small
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Transition S(0)
(keV) (keV · barn)
RC → 0 1.55(34)
RC → 6793 1.41(2)
RC → 6176 0.14(5)
RC → 5183 0.014(4)
Total 3.20(54)
Adopted Total 3.5+0.4−1.6
Table 2.1: Contributions to the 14N(p, γ)15O S-factor from [Schro¨der et al., 1987].
reaction cross section at stellar energies, direct measurement of the S-factor in this
region is likely impossible. In order to reliably extrapolate cross sections to energies
of astrophysical relevance, data are needed over as wide energy range as possible and
S-factors for individual transitions have to be measured separately since they have
different energy dependences. In principle, it is possible to extrapolate the total S-
factor, but it is a difficult computational problem with a prohibitively large number
of parameters. At the time of this writing, no one has been able to perform such an
analysis. Lastly, although these early experiments were groundbreaking at the time,
where the data overlapped, their results differed in magnitude by a factor of two or
more. Therefore, the reliability of their results was questionable. Figure 2.2 gives a
useful illustration of the state of affairs before c.1987. The solid line in the figure shows
the location of the first proton capture resonance. Much more detail can be found in
the review of [Adelberger et al., 1998]. The discussion is not recounted here because
the present work was primarily motivated by what followed this first generation of
experiments.
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Figure 2.3: 14N(p, γ)15O S-factor, transition to the Ex = 6793-keV state, data from
[Schro¨der et al., 1987].
2.2.2 Prior Direct S-factor Measurements, Schro¨der et al.,
1987
[Schro¨der et al., 1987] were first to separately measure S-factors for individual γ-ray
transitions in the 14N(p, γ)15O reaction over a wide energy range. Their analysis sug-
gested a reaction mechanism dominated at stellar energies by the transition to the
ground state through the tail of the Ex = 6793-keV sub-threshold level and via direct
capture into said state (see Table 2.1). Only these two contributions to the overall
S-factor will be discussed as the others are much smaller in magnitude and were well
resolved in the analysis.
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Figure 2.4: 14N(p, γ)15O ground state transition, the fit lines are from the [Schro¨der
et al., 1987] analysis, the red vertical bar shows the [Schro¨der et al., 1987] uncer-
tainty estimate for S(0)gs, the green vertical bar shows the [Adelberger et al., 1998]
re-evaluation.
Figure 2.3 shows their results for the transition to the Ex = 6793-keV bound state.
The fit to the data is shown in red. At all energies, except for the region near the
Ecm = 259-keV resonance, this process is dominated by direct capture, as evidenced
by the smoothly varying S-factor as a function of energy. Direct capture reactions are
mediated by the electromagnetic interaction and thus the energy dependence of the
cross section is comparatively well understood. Therefore, extrapolation of the data to
stellar energies was straightforward. This was reflected in a relatively good fit to the
data and the small uncertainty assigned to the zero-energy S-factor (see Table 2.1).
Figure 2.4 shows the [Schro¨der et al., 1987] S-factor data for the ground state transi-
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tion. The fits were obtained using a coherent superposition of Breit-Wigner amplitudes.
However, the procedure was not well documented in [Schro¨der et al., 1987]. The red
line shows the best fit to the data when a contribution to this reaction pathway from
the tail of the Ex = 6793-keV bound state was included. The blue line was the re-
sulting best fit if the sub-threshold level was left out of the calculation. The vertical
red bar at zero energy is a graphical representation of the uncertainty assigned to the
extrapolation. The authors assigned a 22% uncertainty to the extrapolated S(0)gs.
They allowed the radiative width (Γγ) of the Ex = 6793-keV bound state to be a free
parameter in their model and obtained a best fit with Γγ = 6.3 eV. They claimed that
such a substantial width for this bound state was responsible for the very significant
low energy enhancement of the ground state transition S-factor, as shown in Figure 2.4.
Their conclusion from the analysis was that the ground state transition is the dominant
contribution to S(0) and also carries the largest contribution to the overall uncertainty.
Their resulting “Total” sum for S(0) is given in the Table 2.1.
The picture presented by [Schro¨der et al., 1987] held for over a decade. A 1998
review of solar fusion cross sections pointed out that their determination of the radiative
width for the Ex = 6793-keV sub-threshold state in
15O was approximately a factor
of 7 larger than that of the (well understood) analog state in 15N [Adelberger et al.,
1998]. In addition, though it was not corrected until later, the data were plagued by
coincidence summing at low energies which could have artificially enhanced the yield
from the ground state transition. [Schro¨der et al., 1987] also analyzed the data using
the one-level Breit-Wigner approximation for the compound nucleus contributions plus
an unspecified formalism for superposition with the DC contributions, rather than the
standard multilevel R-matrix technique. Such a multilevel R-matrix analysis of the
[Schro¨der et al., 1987] data was carried out by [Angulo and Descouvemont, 2001a] and
they could not reproduce the fits as shown in [Schro¨der et al., 1987] for the ground
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state transition. [Angulo and Descouvemont, 2001a] recommended a much lower value
for S(0)gs. [Adelberger et al., 1998] suggested the lower bound on the uncertainty for
S(0)gs should be reduced to include the possibility that the Ex = 6793-keV bound
state radiative width was in fact narrow enough that it made a negligible contribution.
This recommendation is reflected Figure 2.4 (green vertical bar at zero energy) and in
the “Adopted Total” in Table 2.1. This change resulted in a very large (lower bound)
uncertainty in the ground state transition and the overall S-factor at zero energy. The
reviewers suggested that a new direct lifetime measurement of the Ex = 6793-keV
sub-threshold level in 15O could greatly improve the situation.
2.3 Prior Measurements of the Lifetime for the Ex =
6793-keV Bound State
Experiments to determine lifetimes for bound states in 15O began in the 1960s. At the
time, these states were studied not for astrophysical interest, but for nuclear structure
questions alone. In particular, investigators were interested in lifetimes of isobaric ana-
log states in the mirror pair 15O and 15N and the resulting implications for the nuclear
shell model. The first reported determination of the lifetime for the Ex = 6793-keV
state in 15O was by [Gill et al., 1968]. Populating this state using the proton trans-
fer reaction in inverse kinematics, d(14N,15O)n, they managed only an upper limit of
τ < 28 fs. The reason, given the considerable benefit of hindsight, was that the rel-
atively high energy of the recoil nucleus combined with the relatively low Z of their
target backing materials (Al, Cu) produced a characteristic slowing down time for the
recoil nuclei that was longer than the lifetime for the state.
Nearly a decade later another group, this time using the 14N(p, γ)15O reaction to
populate the states of interest, remeasured the bound state lifetimes in 15O [Keinonen
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et al., 1977]. This experiment brought to bear a number of advances to this prob-
lem and is still today the definitive overall measurement for bound state lifetimes in
15O. The investigators used targets made from 14N atoms implanted into a Ta backing
[Bister and Anttila, 1970; Seuthe et al., 1987]. Implanted targets provide a high de-
gree of stability against thermal stress, isotopic purity, and a high Z backing material
for the recoil nuclei to slow down into. The measurement also featured experimentally
determined stopping powers and Monte Carlo simulations. Despite this high level of so-
phistication, the experiment failed to produce a lifetime estimate for the Ex = 6793-keV
bound state. The reason was largely accidental. The laboratory had a 2.5-MV Van de
Graaff accelerator. Therefore, it was most convenient for them to populate the states
of interest through the proton capture resonances in 15O at Ecm = 1626 and 2191 keV.
Unfortunately, there are weak or non-existent branches to the Ex = 6793-keV state
from those resonances. Only the first proton capture resonance above threshold at
Ecm = 259 keV has an appreciable branch to the Ex = 6793-keV level (23%) and they
likely could not have run their accelerator at such a low beam energy. Had they been
in possession of, for example, a 1-MV type JN Van de Graaff accelerator, they could
likely have produced a lifetime result for the Ex = 6793-keV state.
In summary, the work of [Schro¨der et al., 1987] provided a wealth of new infor-
mation on the relative contributions to the 14N(p, γ)15O reaction mechanism at stellar
energies. However, subsequent work by [Adelberger et al., 1998] and [Angulo and De-
scouvemont, 2001a] indicated that important questions remained. It was still unclear
whether the ground state transition was dominant at zero energy and the role, if any,
of the Ex = 6793-keV sub-threshold state in
15O was unknown. A new direct measure-
ment of the mean lifetime for this state was thought to be one way to help clarify the
situation. This would be the first of our two experiments utilizing indirect approaches
to constraining the S-factor for the 14N(p, γ)15O reaction. The second experiment,
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using elastic scattering to investigate higher lying resonances in the 15O compound
nucleus, is described in Chapters 4 and 5.
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Chapter 3
Direct Lifetime Measurement of the
Ex = 6793-keV State in
15O
3.1 The Doppler Shift Attenuation Method
All prior experiments and the present effort aimed at measuring bound state life-
times in 15O have utilized the Doppler Shift Attenuation Method (DSAM), which is a
proven technique for measuring the mean lifetime of an excited state that decays via
γ-ray emission. There are numerous useful review articles on the subject, for exam-
ple [Schwarzschild and Warburton, 1968; Fossan and Warburton, 1974; Alexander and
Forster, 1978; Nolan and Sharpey-Schafer, 1979]. There was little choice in the mat-
ter of experimental approach in this case. Direct measurements of level widths using
such methods as resonance fluorescence or inelastic scattering are impossible due to the
short (122.24 ± 0.16 sec) half life of 15O and the resulting impracticality of producing
a target. In addition, the short lifetimes of most bound states in 15O, particularly
the Ex = 6793-keV level, rule out the use of other methods more suitable for longer
lifetimes.
3.1.1 Basic Theory
The Doppler Shift Attenuation Method (DSAM) was invented in c.1955 by Devons and
collaborators [Devons et al., 1955].1 The technique was made possible by (then) recent
advances in detector design whereby one could estimate the energy of the incoming
radiation with finite resolution rather than merely counting occurrences. The method
makes use of the well-known Doppler effect, whereby radiation emitted from a moving
source is shifted in energy relative to a stationary observer. The DSAM involves prepar-
ing the nucleus in the desired excited state such that it emits a γ-ray while slowing
down in a medium. If a shift in emitted γ-ray energy is observed that lies somewhere
between zero and the vacuum Doppler shift, and if the time dependence of the velocity
of the recoiling compound nucleus is known, then one can use the known relationship
between the two to deduce the mean time for the state to decay via γ-ray emission,
i.e., the mean lifetime. This relationship is made explicit in Equations 3.1 and 3.2 (CM
system). Equation 3.1 is the well-known Doppler equation.
Eγ = E
o
γ
(
1 +
vo
c
F (τ) cos θ
)
(3.1)
Eγ: Observed shifted γ-ray energy
Eoγ: Un-shifted γ-ray energy
vo: Initial velocity of recoiling nucleus
c: Speed of light
F (τ): Attenuation factor
θ: Detector angle with respect to axis defined by the incident beam
The choices of recoil velocity and medium are crucial. It is imperative that the
1Most authors cite [Devons et al., 1955], however, [Alexander and Forster, 1978] credit [Elliott and
Bell, 1948] with the first use of the DSAM.
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emission occurs during the slowing down process of the recoiling nucleus. If the lifetime
of the excited state is very short compared to the recoil slowing down time, then
emission occurs before the slowing down process begins. In that case, the full velocity
(vacuum) Doppler shift will be observed and there cannot be a determination of the
lifetime. Conversely, if the lifetime is long compared to the slowing down time, the
recoiling nucleus will have stopped when emission occurs. In this case, there will be
no observed shift and hence no determination of the lifetime. For the method to work
the state’s mean lifetime must be on the same order as the slowing down time for the
recoiling nucleus in the medium.
The lifetime for the Ex = 6793-keV bound state in
15O was expected from isospin
symmetry and the measured lifetime of the Ex = 7301-keV mirror level in
15N to
be very short, ≈ 1 fs, requiring a similarly short slowing down time for the recoiling
15O nuclei [Moreh et al., 1981; Raman et al., 1994; Ajzenberg-Selove, 1991; Adelberger
et al., 1998]. Hence, the ideal stopping medium would have a high density and high Z
(more on that below). In addition, the process of preparing the nucleus in the desired
state should leave it recoiling with a very low velocity.
F (τ) =
1
voτ
∞∫
0
exp
(
− t
τ
)
v(t) cosφ(t) dt (3.2)
τ : Mean lifetime of the excited state of interest
v(t): Velocity as a function of time for the recoiling compound nucleus
φ(t): Time-dependent multiple scattering angle of recoiling compound nucleus
Other quantities as defined for Equation 3.1
Equation 3.2 is known as the Blaugrund equation [Blaugrund, 1966]. The attenu-
ation factor F (τ) in Equation 3.1 is defined as the ratio of the average Doppler shift
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in the medium over the Doppler shift in vacuum. A case where the recoiling nucleus
has come to a complete stop before emitting a γ-ray corresponds to F (τ) = 0, i.e., no
shift, and F (τ) = 1 implies the situation where the recoiling nucleus emits before the
slowing down process begins, i.e., full velocity and the full Doppler shift is observed.
Therefore, the condition 0<F (τ)< 1 must hold in order for a successful determination
of a lifetime.
There are numerous equivalent definitions and expressions for the Blaugrund equa-
tion that appear in the literature. The form shown in Equation 3.2 is expressed as a
ratio of average ranges that the excited compound nucleus travels before γ-ray emission.
The denominator term in Equation 3.2 is simply the average range of the compound
nucleus recoiling through a vacuum preceding emission. The integral in the expression
is the expectation for the range of the compound nucleus in a medium prior to emis-
sion. The exponential term of the integral is just the distribution of decay times. The
remaining parts of the integrand describe the average over multiple scattering events
for the projection of the velocity onto the z-axis, i.e., the incident beam axis.
3.1.2 Blaugrund Approximation
F (τ) =
1
voτ
∞∫
0
exp
(
− t
τ
)
v(t) · cosφ(t) dt (3.3)
The form of the equation given in 3.3 is known the Blaugrund approximation
(BA) [Blaugrund, 1966]. Using this assumption, both v(t) and cosφ(t) can be de-
termined separately and analytically if the stopping powers of the recoil nucleus in the
medium are known. This approach greatly simplifies the data analysis. The validity of
this assumption has been checked using Monte Carlo simulations of multiple scatter-
ing [Currie, 1969; Latta, 1983]. The Blaugrund approximation was found to add 5-15%
systematic uncertainty to the lifetime measurement.
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Figure 3.1: Doppler Shift Attenuation Method schematic.
3.1.3 Centroid Shift Method
The attenuation factor, F (τ), can be determined by measuring the γ-ray line shape
using a detector of sufficiently large angular coverage, which requires that the spectral
response of the detector be known to high accuracy. Alternately, F (τ) can be obtained
using detectors of relatively small solid angle, by measuring the shift in the centroid
energy with angle. Since a detector at 90o measures the unshifted γ-ray energy (see
Equation 3.1), the centroid-shift method is in some sense a relative method. This,
coupled with the large angular coverage that would be required for a line shape mea-
surement led us to adopt the centroid-shift method for our measurement. The essence
of the method is to observe the shift in energy as a linear function of angle, extract
F (τ) as the slope of that line, numerically evaluate Blaugrund’s equation for a range of
lifetimes, then interpolate the measured lifetime for the state of interest using the ex-
perimentally determined attenuation factor. Figure 3.1 shows the general setup. Given
the structure of 15O and the requirement of low recoil velocity for such a short lifetime,
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the proton radiative capture reaction was the most convenient way to populate the
state of interest. Using the first proton capture resonance at Ecm = 259 keV satisfied
the requirement for a very low initial recoil energy, 18.6 keV (Figure 2.1). This choice
also satisfied the condition that the feeding state not contribute to the overall measured
lifetime. The Ecm = 259 keV resonance has a total width of Γcm = 0.99± 0.1 keV and
therefore a lifetime on the order of 10−3 fs.
3.2 Experimental Setup and Procedures
3.2.1 Beam Production
Beams of Elab = 260 − 350 keV unpolarized protons were produced using the TUNL
Atomic Beam Polarized Ion Source (ABPIS). Only the ECR section was used. The
sextupole magnets and Wien filter were not required. Beam transport took place
through the Low Energy Beam Accelerator Facility (LEBAF), shown in Figure 3.2.
The beam was accelerated first by the -80 kV bias of the source table then, after
bending at the inflection magnet, by the TUNL Mini-Tandem [Black et al., 1993]. A
temporary platform was constructed between the 40o chamber and the High Voltage
Chamber to support the target chamber, detectors and other related equipment. The
beam passed through the 0o port of the switching magnet into the target beam line.
The setup is shown in Figure 3.3.
3.2.2 Target Chamber and Detector Geometry
Three 60% HPGe detectors were placed at laboratory angles of 0o, 90o, and 144o. The
detector distances, from the target to the Ge crystal face, were 11.27 cm, 11.11 cm, and
11.47 cm, respectively.2 The detector angles were determined using a plumb bob and
2End-cap to crystal distances were available from the detectors’ specifications.
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Figure 3.2: TUNL Low Energy Beam Accelerator Facility layout (reproduced from
www.tunl.duke.edu).
Figure 3.3: DSAM experimental arrangement.
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plexiglas disc that resembled a large protractor. This device was custom designed and
built for this purpose. The detector distances were determined using spacers cut to fit
between the front face of the detectors and the front of the target holder. These spacers
also served to routinely check that the detector distances had not changed during the
course of the experiment. The distances were chosen to be approximately the same
as in [Bister et al., 1977] and according to [Rose, 1953] such that the effect of the
detector solid angles would be negligible. Uncertainties in detector position and angle
were approximately ±0.02 cm and ±0.25o, respectively. Carbon build up on the target
was reduced by passing the beam through a LN-cooled copper tube located in close
proximity to the target. At the exit of the tube was a collimator with a diameter of
1/8 inch to insure that the beam stayed centered on the target. This was necessary to
avoid introducing uncertainty in the detector angle determinations due to possible non-
normal impingement of the beam on the target. The cold finger/collimator assembly
was biased at -300 V for secondary electron suppression. The target was water cooled
in order to limit degradation caused by excessive heating.
3.2.3 Target Fabrication and Profiling
Target Fabrication
The targets were produced by implanting 14N ions into 0.25 mm thick Ta backings using
the ion implanter located at the UNC Department of Physics and Astronomy. Tantalum
was chosen for its high Z = 73, high density ρ = 16.65 g/cm3, high degree of suitability
as a stable implantation substrate, and the lack of background γ-ray contribution under
proton bombardment. As noted above, measuring very short lifetimes using the DSAM
requires that the recoiling nucleus have a slowing-down time on the same order of
magnitude as the lifetime in question. This is accomplished by using a high Z and
high ρ material as a stopping medium. Tantalum was perhaps the ideal material for
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this application. Only gold might have been a better choice for its higher Z and ρ.
However, its mechanical and thermal properties made it unsuitable as a material for a
thick target backing given the beam currents the target would need to withstand.
To prepare the Ta backings, they were first etched using hydrofluoric acid to re-
move surface impurities, a procedure described in more detail in [Powell, 1999]. The
implantation energy was 120 keV and the accumulated incident dose was 110µg/cm2.
For this energy, the implanted dose was well into the saturation region where any ad-
ditional incident dose would not affect the target thickness or stoichiometry [Seuthe
et al., 1987]. The beam energy and dose were chosen such that the recoiling 15O ions
would always stop within an implanted layer that had uniform composition throughout
the expected range of the recoils. Although it would be preferable to have the recoils
exit the implanted layer and slow down in pure Ta, the low recoil energy of the 15O
ions (18.6 keV) made it impractical to produce an implanted layer that would be thin
enough so that the energy loss in the implanted layer could be ignored. In addition,
energy straggling could result in some recoils stopping in the implanted region while
some stop in the Ta backing, which would cause a significant systematic uncertainty.
The implantation apparatus included water cooling for the Ta target backing, an
electrically isolated target holder to measure the incident 14N ion dose (i.e., a Faraday
cup), -300 V electron suppression to improve the accuracy of dose monitoring, and a LN-
cooled copper shroud before the target to reduce the buildup of C and other impurities
from the vacuum system onto the target. Typical 14N beam currents were in the range
of 30-60 µA, target chamber high vacuum was around 3 · 10−7 Torr and the beam was
raster-scanned across the target to ensure spatial uniformity. The production process
took approximately 16 hours of beam time. The 14N beam profile was monitored online
using an in situ profile monitor. In addition, the uniformity of the beam raster was
checked by viewing the beam incident on a MgO luminescent target.
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Figure 3.4: Target profiling with the nuclear resonance reaction technique, pictorial
example (reproduced from [La Marche, 1981], with gratitude to A. E. Champagne for
bringing to the candidate’s attention this highly instructive illustration).
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Primer on the Nuclear Resonance Reaction Technique
Figure 3.4 illustrates the nuclear resonance reaction technique used for profiling the
implanted targets. The figure differs from our situation in that the depicted target is
composed of an infinitely thick uniform layer with a sharp surface. Regardless, the
graphic is ideal for conveying the concept. Readers unfamiliar with this technique
should also consult Figure 3.5. The discussion assumes a single-species mono-energetic
beam impinging on a single-species target. Furthermore, a single isolated resonance is
assumed to exist in a reaction between beam and target nuclei. The Lorentzian-shaped
curves in each panel represent the cross section as a function of energy for a typical
isolated resonance of the form given in Equation 3.4 [Breit and Wigner, 1936]. The
marked solid lines represent the uniform surface interface and distribution of target
material as indicated. The plot on the right of the figure shows the γ-ray “yield curve”
of the hypothetical target as a function of beam energy.
σ(E) =
pi
k2
S
ΓpΓγ
(E − Er)2 + Γ2/4 (3.4)
k: Wave number
S: Statistical spin factor
Γp,Γγ: Proton, γ-ray partial widths, respectively
Γ: Total resonance width, Γp + Γγ
Er, E: Resonance energy, incident beam energy, respectively (CM)
If the beam energy is slightly less than the resonance energy, as in Figure 3.4 panel
[1], only a small fraction of the cross section (probability) curve is sampled by the beam
and the yield will be minimal as shown by point [1] on the plot. When the beam energy
is equal to the resonance energy, panel [2], approximately half of the cross section curve
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is sampled by the beam and the yield will be at half the maximum (point [2] on the
plot). Panel/point [3] depicts the case where the beam energy is slightly above the
resonance energy. Here, the cross section curve is sampled at a point lower than the
peak value, but the beam particles lose energy in the target and therefore also sample
the curve at all points below and including the maximum. In other words, all but a
“tail” from the curve is sampled and the yield will then be higher than at point [2].
Finally, when the beam energy is well above the resonance, in panel [4], the same logic
applies as in [3]. However, now the whole cross section curve is sampled by the beam
and the yield curve “plateaus” at its maximum. Further increases in beam energy do
not increase the yield. The effect of the “yield curve” target profile is to integrate
the total area under the cross section function. In Figure 3.4 the target is infinitely
thick. The implanted targets had a finite width. To understand the yield curve in this
scenario, we simply apply the inverse logic for panel/points [1,2,3]. The yield curve
then looks like our target test result shown in Figure 3.5. The more gradual energy
dependence on the high energy side of Figure 3.5 was caused by energy straggling of
protons in the implanted layer. The integration of the cross section function represented
by the yield curve is convoluted by the density profile of the target. In both examples
presented here, this effect is absent since there was a uniform density profile, leading
to the plateau-shaped profiles.
Target Profiling Results
Figure 3.5 shows the yield per µC of 6176-keV γ-rays, produced by the decay of the
259-keV resonance in 14N(p, γ)15O, as a function of proton beam energy, using the im-
planted target. The solid line is a fit to the data. The shaded region shows the amount
of the target traversed in 10 fs by an 15O nucleus recoiling from the radiative capture
reaction with an incident proton energy of 300 keV. This is a graphical illustration of
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Here y!t" is the recoil velocity as a function of time and f
is the angular spread of the recoils. Both of these quanti-
ties can be predicted if the appropriate stopping powers can
be calculated. However, in order to detect the attenuation
of the Doppler shift, the recoiling nucleus must slow ap-
preciably within a time comparable to the lifetime. In the
present case, the lifetime expected from isospin symmetry
is on the order of 1 fs and thus F!t" # 1. This regime
requires both a heavy stopping medium and a low recoil
velocity. Although the required sensitivity can be achieved
in principle, difficulties can emerge in practice when the
DSAM is applied to short lifetimes. For example, low re-
coil velocity implies that the observed energy shifts are
small. In our experimental configuration, the full Doppler
shift was 11 keV for gammas detected at 00. Consequently,
it was necessary to determine the energy shift to better than
1 keV. We have made use of the first- and second-escape
peaks in order to make three independent measurements
of the energy shift at each detector angle (as will be dis-
cussed in more detail below). Another problem associated
with low-energy recoils is that nuclear stopping becomes
a major component of the total stopping power, and this is
more difficult to calculate reliably than at higher energies
where electronic stopping dominates. This in turn limits
the accuracy of the lifetime that is extracted from F!t".
However, in this particular case we can make use of ex-
perimental constraints on the nuclear stopping. Thus, there
are no fundamental limitations on the utility of the DSAM
for such a short lifetime.
The Ex ! 6793-keV state in 15O was produced by the
decay of the Ec.m. ! 259-keV resonance in 14N!p,g"15O.
This resonance also populated the 5183- and 6176-keV
states, which is important because the lifetime of the for-
mer state has been measured [9] and thus is used to check
the reliability of the present measurement. The proton
beam was provided by the TUNL minitandem accelerator
[10]. This resonance was chosen because is satisfies the
requirement of low recoil velocity (here corresponding to
an energy of 18.6 keV or b ! 0.16%) and because its life-
time of 0.0066 fs [11] makes an insignificant contribution
to our measured lifetimes. The target was produced by im-
planting 14N into a thick tantalum substrate at an energy of
120 keV. The implanted dose !110 mg$cm2" was sufficient
to produce a saturation density of 14N. A measurement of
the yield of the 259-keV resonance as a function of pro-
ton energy (Fig. 1), combined with the known resonance
strength [11], yields a uniform profile with the Ta$N ra-
tio of 0.72(11) on the plateau of the yield curve. This
is in good agreement with 0.69(8) from previous studies
[12]. In addition, the shape and width of the nitrogen pro-
file are also consistent with previous measurements [13].
A beam energy of Ep ! 300 keV was chosen to ensure
that the reaction would occur well within the implanted
layer. However, the short lifetime expected for the state
of interest meant that the recoils would decay within the
implanted region. Although the total stopping power here
was somewhat less than that for pure Ta, the difference
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FIG. 1. 14N!p,g"15O yield curve for the Ec.m. ! 259-keV reso-
nance. The solid line is a fit to the data. The shaded area shows
the region of the target (in energy units) traversed by an 15O
recoil in 10 fs, at a beam energy of 300 keV.
was small and had a negligible effect on our ability to de-
termine F!t".
Gamma rays were detected in three 60% HPGe detec-
tors located at ulab ! 0±, 90±, and 144± and at distances
of 11 cm from the target. The gamma-ray spectra for each
detector were calibrated independently using the known
energies of lines from room background, sources, and the
stopped component of the 6129-keV gamma-ray line pro-
duced by the 19F!p,a2g"16O reaction at Ep ! 340 keV.
The average residuals of fits to the calibration lines were
approximately 0.58 keV (90% C.L.). In addition, the
residuals passed a T test at a 99% confidence level using
a hypothesis of no energy dependence. Furthermore, the
residuals for the escape peaks passed a one-sample T test at
a 99% confidence level with the hypothesis that the average
residual for the escape peaks was indistinguishable from
that of the full-energy peaks. In other words, we could
detect no systematic shift in the transition energy derived
from a full-energy peak versus what was obtained using
the escape peaks. Thus, our residuals provide a reasonable
estimate of the calibration uncertainty, independent of en-
ergy. Also, at our level of uncertainty, there is no system-
atic trend in the F!t" values derived from the escape peaks
as compared to those obtained from the full-energy peaks.
Each of the 5183-, 6176-, and 6793-keV states decays
directly to the ground state of 15O. Portions of the spectra
collected with the three detectors showing the full-energy
peak for the 6793 ! 0 transition are shown in Fig. 2.
The energies of the first- and second-escape peaks and
the full-energy peaks were used to make three indepen-
dent determinations of F!t", using Eq. (2). These values
were then combined in a weighted average to yield F!t" !
0.93!3" (90% C.L.). Our results are listed in Table I.
The difference between our observed energy shift for the
6793-keV state and that expected for a full Doppler shift
152501-2 152501-2
Figure 3.5: Gamma-ray yield profile of 14N implanted target, detecting 6176 keV sec-
ondary γ-ray from 15O (reproduced from [Bertone et al., 2001], Ep denotes laboratory
energy).
how the recoiling compound nuclei would always remain within the implanted target
layer while γ-ray emission occurred.
A number of inferences were made from Figu e 3.5. The curve shows a uniform
implantation region with a FWHM of approximately 35 keV. Using this value along with
the integrated area under the curve and the known strength (ωγ) for the Ecm = 259 keV
resonance [Ajzenb g-Selove, 1991], the Ta/N ratio was calculated to be 0.72(11) or
approximately Ta2N3 [Iliadis, 2007; Rolfs and Rodney, 1988], in excellent agreement
with [Seuthe et al., 1987].
3.2.4 Electronics and Data Acquisition
The electronics followed the standard setup for operating HPGe detectors [Gilmore
and Hemingway, 1996]. The three Ortec detectors had internal preamplifiers each with
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two signal outputs. One output signal for each detector was routed to an Ortec 572
amplifier, then to a Silena CAMAC ADC. For convenience, the three detectors were
gain-matched. The second output signal from the detectors were each routed to an
Ortec timing filter amplifier, then to a LeCroy leading edge discriminator. The three
discriminator signals were fanned in to a LeCroy gate and delay generator. The latter
module provided the timing acceptance gate for the ADC. As there was no coincidence
counting involved, all data acquisition was done in singles mode and only spectra and
scalers were stored. In other words, there was no need for event-by-event storage of
data. Since the absolute detection efficiency was not required, it was not necessary to
correct for DAQ dead time. Nonetheless, dead times remained low, <5%. Dead times
were monitored by sending a pulser signal of known frequency through the electronics
chain and counting events lost due to the ADC being busy. Acquisition of data and
first order reduction was handled via the antediluvian TUNL XSYS DAQ system on
the MicroVAX cluster [Soderstrum et al., 1987].
3.2.5 Run Time Summary
The experiment ran for approximately 96 hours. Data accumulation was broken into
approximately 60 short-duration runs (total, 35 for the DSAM portion) of about 10-15
minutes each. This was a protective measure in case a gain shift occurred in one of the
amplifiers. In such a scenario, if the data runs were very short, only a small amount of
data would be lost and appropriate corrections could be made in the oﬄine analysis.
DSAM data runs were done with a proton beam energy of Elab = 300 keV. Cali-
bration runs were done with a proton beam energy of Elab = 343 keV to populate the
Ex = 6130-keV state in
16O via the 19F (p, α2γ)
16O reaction. Conveniently, a separate
calibration target was not needed as there was a sufficient amount of fluorine naturally
present in the implanted 14N targets, perhaps enhanced as a result of the etching pro-
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cess on the Ta blanks using hydrofluoric acid. Beam current on target ranged from
about 2 to 4.5 µA. The total accumulated incident proton charge was approximately
0.6 C. At this dose there would not be any expected deterioration in the target. [Run-
kle, 2003] found that targets of this type were able to withstand 20-25 C before showing
signs of deterioration. However, since we were only measuring relative energy shifts and
not absolute yields, so long as there was 14N actually present in the target and the tar-
get did not deteriorate to the point that the average stopping power or stoichiometry
changed, the experiment would not be compromised.
The centroid position in the detector spectra from the Ex = 6176 keV to ground
state transition in 15O was monitored for gain shifts. It did turn out that one sudden
and discrete gain shift occurred in one data run in the 144o detector. Three data runs
were aborted and discarded while equilibrium returned to that amplifier. Following
that event, stability returned. Data from stable runs before and after the event were
collated separately in the analysis. Overall, run-to-run gain stability was better than
0.02%.
Data were also collected with a proton beam on a Ta blank, i.e., a backing with no
14N , under identical experimental conditions to check for sources of background that
might interfere with the spectral lines in the region of interest. No interfering peaks
were detected.
3.3 Data Reduction and Analysis
3.3.1 Peak Fitting in Raw Spectra
A sample section of a raw spectrum for the detector at 0o is shown in Figure 3.6. Similar
results were produced for the 90o and 144o detectors. The sample spectrum shows the
secondary γ-ray transitions to the ground state from the Ex = 5183-keV, 6176-keV,
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Figure 3.6: Sample raw spectrum at 0o.
and 6793-keV bound states in 15O. The full-energy, first-escape, and second-escape
peaks are visible. These are the spectral lines that were used for the DSAM analysis.
After collating the spectra from all the individual short data runs into sum spectra
for the three detectors, the first task in the data analysis was the precise determination
of centroid positions for the spectral lines for the states of interest as well as for the
spectral lines to be used in the energy calibration of the detectors. The analysis package
GF3 was used for this purpose [Radford, 2000]. GF3 is part of RadWare, which is a
software package for interactive graphical analysis of γ-ray coincidence data. GF3
models the response function of a HPGe γ-ray detector by using the convolution of
a standard Gaussian plus a skewed Gaussian with a low-energy tail over a smoothed
step function and a quadratic background. The functional form of the model, minus
the step function and quadratic background, is shown in Equations 3.5 and 3.6. The
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resulting shape of a theoretical response in shown in Figure 3.7.
y(x) = A exp
(
x− c
β
)
erfc
(
x− c√
2σ
+
σ√
2 β
)
(3.5)
y(x) = B erfc
(
x− c√
2σ
)
(3.6)
x: Channel number
A,B: Peak height parameters
c: Centroid position
β: Decay constant for low-energy tail in skewed Gaussian
σ: Width parameter of standard Gaussian
Figure 3.7: The components of peaks as fitted by GF3 (reproduced from [Radford,
2000]).
There are a total of nine parameters in the model. Since the form of the response
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function model is nonlinear in the adjustable parameters, and the number of parameters
is moderately high, there is no way to be certain whether a given set of parameters
constitutes a global minimum, and no procedure is guaranteed to find such a set [Press
et al., 1992; Spall, 2003]. Therefore, the approach to fitting the spectral peaks involved
a lot of painstaking trial and error in order to be reasonably confident that actual
“best-fit” parameters were found.
Figures, 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, 3.11, and 3.13 give examples of best fits to γ-ray peaks in the
HPGe detector spectra. We used four sources with a total of seven points for energy
calibration of the HPGe detectors: the 1461-keV and 2614-keV room background γ-
rays from 40K and 208T l, the 1173-keV and 1332-keV lines from 60Co and the stopped
component of the 6130 keV γ-ray from the 19F (p, α2γ)
16O reaction. The last source
was needed to get calibration points in the vicinity of the Doppler-shifted secondary
lines from 15O. Data were collected long enough to accumulate (0.8 − 6.0) · 105 net
counts in the room background peaks, (1.5 − 2.5) · 106 net counts in the 60Co peaks,
and 1200 to 4500 net counts in the peaks from the 19F (p, α2γ)
16O reaction. Figure
3.8 shows the fit to the 1173-keV γ-ray from 60Co in the 0o detector. This example is
quite representative. The widths (FWHM) of the two 60Co peaks in all three detectors
ranged from 2.4 to 2.6 keV. Fits to the 1461-keV and 2614-keV room background peaks
and the 1173-keV and 1332-keV 60Co full-energy peaks in the 90o and 144o detectors
were qualitatively similar.
The γ-rays from the 19F (p, α2γ)
16O reaction presented a contrasting situation. Here,
there was a strong difference in the line shapes between the 0o, 90o, and 144o detectors.
Figures 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11 show full-energy peaks from this reaction at each detector
angle. The escape peaks were also used in the calibration and show the same qualitative
features. The most prominent feature of the three figures is the large Gaussian compo-
nent of the line shape that arises when the recoiling 16O nucleus from the 19F (p, α2γ)
16O
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Figure 3.8: 1173-keV γ-ray from 60Co in the 0o detector, net area ≈ 2 · 106, χ2 = 1.39.
reaction emits a γ-ray after coming to rest in the target. The low energy tail in the
0o detector line shape and the high energy tail in the 144o detector line shape result
from α-particles from the 19F (p, α2γ)
16O reaction in this energy region which have an
angular distribution that is strongly peaked in the 0o direction relative to the incident
proton beam as shown in Figure 3.12 [McLean et al., 1940]. In addition, the α-particles
have a relatively high energy as compared to the incident protons, ≈ 340 keV [Tilley
et al., 1993, 2000]. The net effect was an angular distribution of recoiling 16O nuclei
that was strongly peaked in the 180o direction relative to the incident proton beam,
leading to the line shapes seen in the 0o and 144o detectors. The angular distribution of
outgoing α-particles (and thus 16O recoil nuclei) was broad enough so that there were
a significant number with an appreciable component of velocity in the ± 90o direction
with respect to the incident beam, thereby giving rise to the “wings” on the main peak
as seen in the 90o detector line shape.
Fitting the peaks from the 19F (p, α2γ)
16O reaction presented something of a chal-
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Figure 3.9: 6130-keV γ-ray from 16O in the 0o detector, net area ≈ 4000, χ2 = 1.06.
Figure 3.10: 6130-keV γ-ray from 16O in the 90o detector, net area ≈ 3600, χ2 = 1.34.
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Figure 3.11: 6130-keV γ-ray from 16O in the 144o detector, net area ≈ 4500, χ2 = 0.88.
lenge. Short of modeling the line shapes using a Monte Carlo simulation, there seemed
to be little choice other than to treat the “wings” and “tails” of the line shapes as back-
ground. Closed analytical expressions for these line shapes likely do not exist. This
approach was of little concern for fitting the peaks in the 90o detector as the line shape
is symmetric and different choices for the background parameters would only weakly
affect the centroid determinations. The situation was different for the 0o and 144o de-
tectors. Here, different seemingly acceptable parameters for the background coupled
with good fits to the main Gaussian peak could produce substantially different deter-
minations for the centroid position. This problem exists for any fitting procedure of
this type, however it could have been more serious for line shapes so different from the
standard response model, such as those found in the 0o and 144o detectors. This was
reflected in the much larger, up to an order of magnitude, assignments of uncertainty
to the centroid determinations for these unusual line shapes. However, the uncertainty
in the centroid determination, as calculated by GF3, were overall quite small ≈ 0.1
channels at most. It turned out that the calibration residuals were far more important
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Figure 3.12: Angular distribution in the CM system of α-particles from the
19F (p, α2γ)
16O reaction (reproduced from [McLean et al., 1940]).
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Figure 3.13: Doppler shifted 6793-keV γ-ray from 15O in the 0o detector, net area
≈ 1300, χ2 = 1.83, residuals are shown along the channel axis.
for the uncertainty in the calculated γ-ray energies. The overall quality of the resulting
calibrations will be discussed in Section 3.3.2.
Figure 3.13 shows the full-energy peak line shape and the best fit to the Doppler-
shifted 6793-keV γ-ray from 15O in the 0o detector. Both the full-energy and escape
peaks were used in the analysis of Doppler-shifted γ-ray energies. We expected the
escape peaks to exhibit the same Doppler shift since the shift in energy of the γ-rays
emitted from the recoiling compound nucleus is the same irrespective of whether the
full-energy, the full-energy minus 511 keV, or the full-energy minus 1022 keV is ulti-
mately deposited in the detector. The escape and full-energy peak line shapes in the 90o
and 144o detectors look similar to that shown for 0o. Data were collected long enough
to accumulate 200 to 4000 net counts in the Doppler shifted full-energy and escape
peaks (the lower figures for the escape peaks). Figure 3.13 clearly displays a classic
Doppler-broadened line shape. Despite the existence of this broadening phenomenon,
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Figure 3.14: Distribution of χ2 statistic for all peak fits.
counting statistics were not high enough to extract a lifetime from the line shape. As
in the case of the γ-ray line shapes from the 19F (p, α2γ)
16O reaction, the response func-
tion model provided with GF3 was deemed flexible enough to fit these peaks. The fit
shown in Figure 3.13 is reasonable and the χ2 values for the other Doppler-broadened
peaks ranged from 0.65 to 2.07 with the same distribution as shown in Figure 3.14.
Figure 3.14 shows the distribution of the “chi-squared” per degrees of freedom statis-
tic for all of the peak fits. All fits shown in Figures 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, 3.11, and 3.13 have
a reasonable value for χ2. However, Figure 3.14 shows that they were indeed the norm
and not best-case results. It can be seen that the most common value of χ2 was indeed
in the vicinity of unity and rarely above 1.5. In addition, there were no instances of
χ2 > 2.4.
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Figure 3.15: 0o detector calibration curve (error bars smaller than points), χ2 = 1.01.
3.3.2 Detector Calibration
With the experimental configuration described above, the expected full Doppler shift
of the 6793-keV γ-ray in 15O was 11.5 keV in the 0o detector and -9.3 keV in the
144o detector, and of course, 0 keV in the 90o detector. Therefore, better than ±1 keV
precision was needed for γ-ray energy measurements to keep to ≈ 10% level of statistical
uncertainty. As noted above, to achieve this level of precision three calibration sources
were used. At low energies, the 1461-keV 40K and 2614-keV 208T l room-background
γ-rays and the 1173-keV and 1332-keV lines in 60Co were used. At higher energies in
the region of interest, the full-energy and escape peaks from the stopped component of
the 6130-keV γ-ray from the 19F (p, α2γ)
16O reaction were used.
Obviously, the three HPGe detectors all required independent absolute calibration.
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Figure 3.15 shows the calibration curve for the 0o detector. The calibration curves
for the other detectors look almost identical with χ290 = 1.48 and χ
2
144 = 1.85. The
un-weighted least squares fitting procedure was used for the calibrations at all three
detector angles. Despite the presence of unequal weights, i.e., error bars, in the calibra-
tion points, this decision was justified on at least two grounds. First, the goodness of
fit was better in the un-weighted case than the result from the weighted least squares
method. Second, the weighted fitting greatly favored the lower energy points since
their weights were much smaller than that of the higher energy points. In the interest
of greater accuracy in the energy region where the measured energy-shift data reside,
those points should have had equal weighting. A secondary, but not insignificant, fac-
tor for choosing an un-weighted linear model was the relatively uncertain theoretical
basis for constructing proper statistical confidence intervals from a linear model fitted
to data with unequal weights [National Institute of Standards and Technology, 2003].
Figure 3.16 shows the calibration residuals as a function of γ-ray energy for all three
HPGe detectors. Energy calibration residuals are the differences between the known
energy of a calibration point and the value predicted by the calibration.3 The error
bars show 95% confidence intervals and the horizontal lines at 0 keV are not axes, but
rather linear fits to the data points. In the absence of sources of systematic uncertainty,
the slopes of these lines should be consistent with zero. In other words, the average
magnitude of the residuals should be independent of energy. This did turn out to be
the case. The calibration residuals for all three detectors passed a statistical t-test at a
1.0% level of significance with the hypothesis of zero energy dependence, i.e., there was
a 99.0% probability that the null hypothesis was correct. It was also expected, in the
absence of sources of systematic uncertainty, that the residual means be consistent with
zero. This was also true with, −0.00077± 0.41, −0.034± 0.50, and 0.098± 0.56 keV
3The raw residuals were used here, as opposed to the standardized or studentized residuals.
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Figure 3.16: Detector calibration residuals.
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Figure 3.17: Doppler shifted 6793-keV γ-ray from 15O in 0o, 90o, and 144o detectors.
(68% CL or “one standard deviation”) as the residual means for the 0o, 90o, and 144o
detectors, respectively.
As a final measure of the quality of detector calibration, the confidence intervals
for the predicted energies were calculated as outlined in [Larsen and Marx, 1986]. The
95% CLs for the Doppler-shifted γ-rays ranged from ±0.47 to ±1.19 keV with a mean
of ±0.78 keV, satisfying the condition set out in the first paragraph of this section.
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3.3.3 Determination of the Attenuation Factor and the Life-
time
The Attenuation Factor, F(τ)
With the peak centroids and detector calibrations presumably under control, the next
step was to use them to determine the photo-peak and escape-peak energies for the
Doppler-shifted 5813-keV, 6176-keV, and 6793-keV γ-rays, and then the attenuation
factor F (τ). The 5813-keV γ-ray served a particularly important role as a systematic
check since the mean lifetime for this state is precisely known [Keinonen et al., 1977;
Ajzenberg-Selove, 1991]. The use of the escape peaks was also quite important in that
they provided two additional, independent measurements for F (τ) that could then be
combined in a weighted average, thereby reducing the statistical uncertainty in the final
measured value. The validity of using the escape peaks was justified in Section 3.3.1.
Figure 3.17 shows an overlay of the Doppler-shifted 6793-keV γ-ray from 15O as
seen in the 0o, 90o, and 144o detectors. The peaks were clearly shifted as predicted.
These peak energies were plotted as a function of detector angle and the quantity of
interest was extracted from the slope of the line, per Equation 3.1. Figure 3.18 shows
this plot for the 6793-keV full-energy peak with 90% confidence limits on the points.
For additional comparison, Figure 3.19 is the same plot rescaled to include the escape
peaks. The result was F (τ) = 0.93(3) (90% CL). To reiterate, this value represents the
weighted average of three independent determinations from the full-energy, first-escape,
and second-escape peaks. The procedure was repeated for the 5813-keV and 6176-keV
γ-rays with the result of F (τ) = 0.68(3) and F (τ) = 0.91(5) (90% CL), respectively.
Figure 3.20 is included to hopefully help convince a skeptical reader that a Doppler
shift different from the full vacuum shift, i.e. F (τ) = 1, was indeed observed for the
6793-keV γ-ray from 15O. Here, a “relative” Doppler energy shift is plotted versus
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Figure 3.18: Absolute Doppler shift versus angle for 6793-keV γ-ray from 15O.
detector angle. The measured shift, ∆Eγ, is just Eγ − Eoγ from Equation 3.1. The
vertical axis of the plot is the measured shift minus what the energy shift would have
been if F (τ) = 1. Therefore, the horizontal line at zero is where the data should reside
if that were indeed the case. However, this was not the case as shown by the solid line
through the data for a “relative” shift corresponding to F (τ) = 0.93. The dashed lines
indicate the 90% confidence intervals.
The Mean Lifetime, τ
Converting the measured attenuation factors into lifetimes, as explained above, required
the numerical evaluation of Equation 3.3 over a range of possible lifetimes and inferring
measured lifetimes by interpolation from the measured values of F (τ). Equation 3.3
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Figure 3.19: Absolute Doppler shift versus angle for 6793-keV γ-ray from 15O including
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FIG. 2. Full-energy peaks for the 6793 ! 0 transition, ob-
served in the three Ge detectors.
is shown in Fig. 3 as a function of cos!u". There is a sig-
nificant difference between these two energy shifts.
Lifetimes were extracted from experimental values for
F!t" as described above, but assuming the Blaugrund ap-
proximation [14] in which the term y!t" cos!f" appearing
in Eq. (3) is approximated by y!t" cos!f". This procedure
is justified for our combination of short lifetime and dense
stopping medium [14,15] and introduces a systematic
uncertainty of about 5%–10% in the determination of
t. As a starting point, stopping powers were calculated
with SRIM2000 [16] using our measured stoichiometry,
assuming the density of Ta (16.4 g#cm3 [17]). Although
the implanted region is clearly not pure Ta, the differences
in atomic size and electronegativity between Ta and N
[17,18] suggest that N occupies interstitial, rather than sub-
stitutional, sites within the Ta lattice [19] and, therefore,
the density should be close to that of Ta. This criterion
is not exact [20], but does hold for N implanted into Ta
[9]. Unfortunately, it is difficult to calculate low-energy
stopping accurately. However, range distributions for
20–100 keV 15N in Ta have been measured by Bister et al.
[21], who conclude that the calculated nuclear stopping
power should be corrected by a multiplicative factor
0.85(5). Similarly, they recommend that the electronic
stopping power be multiplied by 1.010.420.3. We have adopted
TABLE I. Experimental results.
t (fs)
Ex (keV) F!t" This studya Literatureb
5183 0.68(3) 9.6711.3421.24 8.2(10)
6176 0.91(5) 2.1011.3321.32 #2.5
6793 0.93(3) 1.6010.7520.72 #28, 0.1c
aThe quoted uncertainties represent 90% confidence limits.
bReference [11] unless otherwise noted.
cReference [5].
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FIG. 3. Measured energy shift (defined as Eg 2 E0g) minus
expected shift for F!t" ! 1. For illustration, the solid line
assumes F!t" ! 0.93 and the dashed lines represent the 90%
confidence range. Note that F!t" was actually derived indepen-
dently at each angle.
these correction factors in the present work. The existence
of this experimental constraint on the stopping power is
important in that it limits what could be a large source of
systematic uncertainty.
The lifetime of the 6793-keV state is t ! 1.6010.7520.72 fs
(90% C.L.), where the uncertainties are purely statistical.
In addition to random errors, there are also systematic un-
certainties associated with the composition of the target
(7.5% of t), the calculation of stopping powers (5.1%), and
the use of the Blaugrund approximation (about 5%–10%).
Furthermore, our calculation of F!t" ignores any spread in
recoil energy or angle arising from the momentum carried
by the primary gamma ray, but this effect contributes to
the systematic uncertainty at a level of about 1%. Since it
is difficult to estimate the uncertainty in target density, we
have not included this source of systematic error. How-
ever, if the density of TaN is used (13.7 g#cm3 [17]), then
the lifetime would increase to 1.90 6 0.87 fs, and in the
extreme case, if the implanted nitrogen occupies substitu-
tional lattice sites, then the density would be reduced to
7.6 g#cm3 and t would increase to 3.2 6 1.5 fs. These
values agree with our quoted results within statistical ac-
curacy. As mentioned above, the measured lifetime of the
5183-keV state provides a means of assessing the reliabil-
ity of our results. Our lifetime of 9.6711.3421.24 fs (90% C.L.)
is in good agreement with the previous value of 8.2(10) fs
[9]. The earlier measurement also used the DSAM, but at
higher recoil velocity where the corrections applied to the
stopping powers have a smaller effect than in our case. In
addition they used a thinner implanted layer of 14N, which,
when combined with the comparatively long lifetime of
the 5183-keV state, meant that the recoils slowed in the Ta
backing of their target. Therefore, their lifetime was less
sensitive to uncertainties in target composition and density.
Our agreement with this previous result indicates that our
152501-3 152501-3
Figure 3.20: Relative Doppler shift versus angle for 6793-keV γ-ray from 15O (repro-
duced from [Bertone e al., 2001]).
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was evaluated by a computer code called FITFTAU, written by E. F. Moore.4 The code
is described in greater detail in [Powell, 1999]. The input file required, among other
things, stopping powers for the recoiling 15O nuclei in the target, the measured target
stoichiometry, and the target density. It was here that significant sources of systematic
uncertainty, in addition to those from the use of Blaugrund’s approximation, were
possibly introduced. The stopping powers had to be calculated using the LSS or PRAL
theory [Lindhard et al., 1963; Biersack, 1981, 1982; Ziegler, 1985]. SRIM was used for
this purpose and the results were amended with experimental correction factors derived
from range distribution measurements of 15N in Ta from 20-100 keV [Ziegler, 1999].
The range distribution in Ta of 15N is assumed not to differ from that of 15O because
the measured range distribution in Ta of 15N and 13C do not differ within experimental
uncertainties [Keinonen et al., 1977]. Equation 3.7 shows how theoretical calculations
were combined with the experimentally determined parameters. [Keinonen et al., 1977]
determined that fe = 1.0
+0.4
−0.3 and fn = 0.85± 0.05.
(
dE
dx
)
total
= fe
(
dE
dx
)
elec
+ fn
(
dE
dx
)
nucl
(3.7)
(dE/dx)elec: Calculated electronic stopping power
(dE/dx)nucl: Calculated nuclear stopping power
fe: Measured correction for electronic stopping power
fn: Measured correction for nuclear stopping power
The target density had to be assumed equal, or least not significantly different from,
that of elemental Ta. Although this is not always the case, light ions implanted into
Ta typically occupy interstitial sites [Keinonen et al., 1977, 1983]. Therefore, little or
no expansion in the material was expected to occur and the assumption of unchanged
4present address: Argonne National Laboratory, Security and Counterintelligence Division
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Figure 3.21: F(τ) versus τ for 15O recoils in Ta2N3, best estimate in red, 90% CL in
green, the kink at 100 fs results from a change in integration step size.
density was reasonable.
The curve in Figure 3.21 shows the output of the calculation by the code FITFTAU.
The red dashed lines illustrate the interpolation that produced the measured value of
the mean lifetime for the Ex = 6793-keV bound state in
15O. The red dashed line is
for the point estimate and the green for the estimate of the 90% confidence interval.
3.4 Final Results and Discussion
The final results expressed as mean lifetimes are listed in Table 3.1 and expressed as
radiative widths in Table 3.2. The results for the astrophysically-interesting 6793-keV
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15O Level F(τ) τ (fs) τ (fs)
(keV) Present Present Literature
6793 0.93(3) 1.60(75) <28 0.1†
6176 0.91(5) 2.10(133) <2.5
5183 0.68(3) 9.67+1.34−1.24 8.2(10)
Table 3.1: Final DSAM results expressed as lifetimes.
15O Level F(τ) Γγ (eV) Γγ (eV)
(keV) Present Present Literature
6793 0.93(3) 0.41(19) >0.024 6.3†
6176 0.91(5) 0.31(20) >0.26
5183 0.68(3) 0.068+0.010−0.008 0.080(10)
Table 3.2: Final DSAM results expressed as widths.
state are highlighted in red. The quoted uncertainties are statistical only and represent
90% confidence intervals.5
There were a number of possible sources of systematic uncertainty not reflected
in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. The potentially most serious was likely to be the use of the
Blaugrund approximation (BA). There have been several studies of the penalty incurred
from using this type of analysis [Currie, 1969; Hanson and Robertson, 1974; Latta,
1983]. There is considerable disagreement over the magnitude of the uncertainty with
the 1974 work suggesting the BA produces an error of up to 50% for light ions in a
heavy stopping medium with low recoil velocity. However, the most recent work6 found
fault with that calculation and concludes the light ion/heavy stopper/low recoil velocity
case can expect results from the BA as much as 15% too low compared to results from
a Monte Carlo analysis. The difficulty with the BA arises both from the separation of
the v(t) cosφ(t) term in Equation 3.2 and from the fact that the slowing-down process
at lower recoil velocities becomes dominated by large-angle multiple scattering from
5The literature values marked with (†) are from [Schro¨der et al., 1987]. The rest are from [Ajzenberg-
Selove, 1991].
6A citation database search revealed no investigations of this issue after 1983.
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nuclei, as opposed to the comparatively well-understood electronic stopping process.
The former is poorly modeled with simple analytical procedures such as the LSS theory.
Other, seemingly less serious, potential sources of systematic uncertainty included
the target composition, target density, and the spread in angle or energy distribution
of the recoiling compound nuclei due to momentum carried away by primary γ-rays.
The latter was an effect of . 1%. It was possible to estimate the magnitude of the
effects relating to the target by repeating the FITFTAU calculation for the worst case
scenarios. Assuming that the target could have had a density equivalent to the chem-
ical compound TaN (13.7 gm/cm3), or even as low as 7.6 gm/cm3 had the implanted
14N occupied lattice site rather than interstitial sites, FITFTAU produced lifetimes of
1.90±0.87 fs and 3.2±1.5 fs, respectively. Both were within the statistical uncertainties
for the calculation assuming the target had a density equal to elemental Ta. There-
fore, the result was not overly sensitive to the target density and the assumption of
ρ = 16.65 gm/cm3 appeared reasonable. A similar procedure was followed to arrive at
estimates for the uncertainty due to stopping calculations (5%) and target composition
(7.5%).
In light of the above discussion, there might have been reason to doubt the new
determination of the lifetime for the Ex = 6973-keV bound state in
15O, were it pre-
sented in isolation. However, this experiment also produced a lifetime result for the
Ex = 5183-keV bound state. The value shown in Table 3.1 is in good agreement with
that measured by [Keinonen et al., 1977]. This was a very useful check of the sys-
tematics in the new measurement. The older measurement had a very different set of
systematics. They did not use the Blaugrund approximation. They instead performed
a Monte Carlo calculation of the F (τ)− vs− τ relationship. They used measured stop-
ping powers, the recoiling compound nuclei in their target slowed down in elemental
Ta, and the recoil velocity was much higher (therefore dominated by well-understood
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electronic stopping). Agreement between the two results gives strong reason to believe
that systematic effects did not play a highly significant role in the present experiment.
The new measured radiative width for the Ex = 6973-keV bound state in
15O is
more than a factor of 15 less than reported in [Schro¨der et al., 1987] and is much more
in line with expectations from isospin symmetry. This result was published in [Bertone
et al., 2001]. Despite potential systematic uncertainties inherent with the method,
this new measurement provided compelling evidence that astrophysical reaction rate
calculations for 14N(p, γ)15O would need to be revisited, and highlighted the need for
further direct and indirect measurements. Details concerning astrophysical implications
are discussed below.
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Chapter 4
The Significance of 14N Proton
Elastic Scattering Data
When performing an R-matrix extrapolation of S-factor data down to lower energies
relevant for astrophysics, it is helpful to include in the analysis as much information
as possible about the compound nucleus involved in the reaction [Vogt, 2004]. In
addition to excitation energy and Jpi assignments for the involved levels, experimentally
determined spectroscopic factors (or ANCs) and reduced widths can help lower the
number of free parameters in the calculation. Also helpful (mandatory, some would
argue [Azuma, 2004]) is the inclusion of elastic scattering data. Elastic scattering
can provide precise reduced width amplitudes for a large number of levels possibly
involved in a capture reaction. Unfortunately, lack of recent elastic scattering data and
computational difficulties often prevent the inclusion of such data in the analysis of
capture reactions.1 There is, however, at least one recent example of this approach.
Alpha-particle scattering experiments on 12C have been performed in an attempt to
improve the understanding of the 12C(α, γ)16O reaction at astrophysical energies [Plaga
et al., 1987; Tischauser, 2000; Tischauser et al., 2002, 2009].2 The results did not
1Of course, there are also many situations where the S-factor can be determined to sufficient
precision without the this extra effort.
2Alpha-particle elastic scattering was also included in the analyses of 3H(α, γ)7Li and
substantially alter the overall understanding of the situation. Rather, the scattering
results reinforced the conclusions from previous capture measurements. However, it
seems clear that the potential exists for this approach to have a significant impact.
Although the most recent review of solar fusion cross sections recommended the
inclusion of scattering data in the overall analysis, this approach has never been at-
tempted with 14N(p, γ)15O [Adelberger et al., 1998]. The reasons are given above, i.e.,
there is a dearth of modern data covering the needed energy range and the computer
expertise needed for such an analysis resides in the hands of very few researchers. There
has been one attempt to fit the [Ferguson et al., 1956] 14N(p, p)14N data using a modern
R-matrix approach [Simpson, 2006]. However, the scattering and capture data were fit
separately and it was not clear if the scattering data constrained the best estimate of
S(0). In addition, the computer code used did not yet have the capability to realis-
tically model the direct capture contributions. A combination of distant background
poles had to be used to simulate direct capture. More discussion of this work appears
below.
4.1 The 14N(p, γ)15O Ground State Transition S-factor
c.2005
Following the publication of the lifetime result for the Ex = 6793-keV bound state in
15O [Bertone et al., 2001], during the four years that this author pursued non-physics en-
deavors, there were several new experiments aimed at repeating and improving upon the
results of [Schro¨der et al., 1987]. Of particular interest was the ground state transition.
Recall from the discussion in the previous chapter that the lifetime measurement showed
the 14N(p, γ)15O reaction is dominated by direct capture into the Ex = 6793-keV level.
3He(α, γ)7Be, albeit with a potential model rather than an R-matrix formalism. The outcome was
similar to that described above [Mohr et al., 1993; Mohr, 2009].
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This and other DC transitions were comparatively well understood, but the magnitude
of the contribution from the ground state transition was thought to be significant, yet
still uncertain.
Figure 4.1 shows the state of affairs regarding the ground state transition following
the second generation of direct (p, γ) S-factor measurements, yet prior to new experi-
ments aimed at elastic scattering (see the following chapter). The [Runkle et al., 2005]
data (red) were taken at LENA, the [Formicola et al., 2004] and [Imbriani et al., 2005]
data (blue and green, respectively) were taken at LUNA. The colored vertical bars on
the left of the plot show the corresponding uncertainty ranges for the R-matrix fits
for each data set, with the estimate of S(0)gs being the approximate middle. The re-
analysis of the [Schro¨der et al., 1987] data (black points) done by [Mukhamedzhanov
et al., 2003] is not shown due to its similarity to the [Angulo and Descouvemont, 2001a]
re-analysis of the same data (dashed black line). Note that all published R-matrix cal-
culations for the 14N(p, γ)15O reaction, aside from [Mukhamedzhanov et al., 2003] and
[Simpson, 2006], were performed by Carmen Angulo using a computer code written by
Pierre Descouvemont and described in [Angulo and Descouvemont, 2001a].
Two major aspects of the data shown in Figure 4.1 give evidence that new 14N(p, p)14N
data could improve the situation. The first is that the data points below Ecm ≈ 225 keV
have error bars so large that they do little to constrain the extrapolation to zero energy.
The second is the clear disagreement between the [Runkle et al., 2005] result and the
two LUNA results for S(0)gs. The inclusion of precise scattering data should resolve
this discrepancy and produce an R-matrix fit that is better constrained than by the
capture data alone. Other questions emerge from studying the plot that may or may
not be influenced by a new scattering experiment, but give a general impression of
there being work remaining on this topic. It’s unclear whether the small uncertainty
range given on the [Formicola et al., 2004], [Runkle et al., 2005], and [Imbriani et al.,
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Figure 4.1: 14N(p, γ)15O ground state transition world data c.2005; note that none of
the fits are global, [Angulo and Descouvemont, 2001a] fit only the [Schro¨der et al., 1987]
data, [Formicola et al., 2004], [Runkle et al., 2005] and [Imbriani et al., 2005] fit only
their own data sets.
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2005] fits are justified. One wonders why there are two data sets from the same re-
search group (LUNA) with widely differing uncertainty estimates in the same energy
range (Ecm ≈ 175 − 225 keV). It appears that [Imbriani et al., 2005] is a re-analysis
of [Formicola et al., 2004]. However, it’s unclear whether the former introduced new
data. It’s also unclear why the [Formicola et al., 2004] and [Imbriani et al., 2005] fits
appear to be exactly identical when the data clearly are not. This last point, plus the
disagreement between the LENA and LUNA fits is potential evidence of the important
influence of higher lying resonances on the S-factor at zero energy (the [Runkle et al.,
2005] fit only included reduced widths for the upper resonances derived from [Schro¨der
et al., 1987], not the higher energy S-factor data).3 These considerations also auger
well for the usefulness of scattering data on higher energy resonances in the compound
nucleus. Lastly, it is by no means certain there will ever be enough improvement in
direct measurements so that the low energy 14N(p, γ)15O S-factor will be measured
more precisely at ever decreasing energies. In this scenario, only indirect methods such
as inclusion of scattering data and more sophisticated analysis procedures will hope to
produce a more precise estimate of S(0)gs and thereby S(0)total.
4.2 Prior Measurements of Proton Elastic Scatter-
ing on 14N
There were a number of low-energy proton elastic scattering experiments conducted
on 14N in the late 1950s [Ferguson et al., 1956; Tautfest and Rubin, 1956; Bolmgren
et al., 1957; Hagedorn et al., 1957; Olness et al., 1958; Bashkin et al., 1959; Ferguson
et al., 1959; Ferguson, 1959; Valter et al., 1959]. Three other results were published
3Note that the [Schro¨der et al., 1987] data have been amended to remove the lowest energy data
points that were corrupted by coincidence summing. This is still the only (p, γ) data set that includes
the higher lying resonances.
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Figure 4.2: 14N(p, p)14N differential cross section data from [Tautfest and Rubin, 1956]
and [Hagedorn et al., 1957] (center-of-mass angles).
in subsequent years [Lambert and Durand, 1967; Havranek et al., 1991; Ramos et al.,
2002]. All of these prior measurements were primarily to assign excitation energy
and Jpi values to resonances in 15O or for applied condensed-matter physics. For our
purposes, the most useful is the work of [Ferguson et al., 1956]. It is the only early
data set published in full tabular form, the only measurement covering a wide enough
energy range, and the only data set with enough angles for a full angular distribution.
Data were also taken at numerous back angles: (104o, 113o, 123o, 133o, 142o, and 155o).
The general problems with the results from the other experiments can be illustrated
with the aid of a single plot (see Figure 4.2). Few energy points were used to trace the
resonances, only a narrow overall incident energy range was used, or the investigator
did not take enough data at back angles for a full angular distribution (at least three
are desirable). All of the older data sets have one or more of these shortcomings. There
was often also significant disagreement for similar angles among different experiments,
particularly among the more useful back angles, which reveal more resonance structure
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as the cross sections are not as dominated by Coulomb scattering. The data shown in
Figure 4.2 even seem to exhibit a different energy dependence between the two results
at nearly the same angle.
Despite the [Ferguson et al., 1956] data being the most useful among these older
works, there are reasons to repeat the measurement, for example and most importantly,
the sparseness of the data where it likely matters most for the purpose of the present
study. The very broad (Γlab ≈ 205 keV) resonance at Ex = 9484 keV is known to make
a significant contribution to the zero energy S-factor for the ground state transition,
but the data of [Ferguson et al., 1956] do a poor job of mapping out this resonance
(see the 1.8 keV<Ecm<2.8 keV region of Figure 4.3). A new scattering measurement
would place a high priority on data density within this energy region in order to better
constrain the contribution of this excited state to S(0)gs.
4.3 R-matrix Analysis of Prior Elastic Scattering
Data
Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the R-matrix fits of [Simpson, 2006] to the 14N(p, p)14N
excitation curves from [Ferguson et al., 1956] at θcm = 153
o. The figures indicate the
feasibility of fitting new data with an R-matrix model and, at minimum, being able
to extract partial widths. The computer code (named AZURE, described in detail in
the reference) that was used is now a public resource and has recently been updated
to include a potential model description of direct capture. Therefore, simultaneous
description of new scattering data with prior data from capture experiments should
be possible. The calculations of [Simpson, 2006] involved 35 free parameters. For
narrow resonances, only the ` = 0 partial wave was included. For broad resonances and
background poles the next highest partial wave, ` = 2, was included. The analysis of
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Level Jpi Resonance
(MeV) Energy (MeV)
6.793 12
+
-0.504
7.556 12
+
0.259
8.284 32
+
0.987
8.748 12
+
1.451
8.92 12
+
1.62
8.92 52
+
1.62
8.98 12
−
1.68
9.484 12
+
2.187
9.488 52
−
2.1918
9.609 32
−
2.312
9.662 72
−
2.365
Table 4.4: Table of resonances present in the 14N(p,p)14N elastic scattering cross-section.
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Figure 4.10: Sample of elastic scattering fits for θ=70◦ and θ=153◦. The χ2/N value for
these fits was 4.00.
Examples of elastic fits are shown in Fig. 4.10.
The elastic scattering fits may offer some additional constraint on the γp reduced width
amplitudes, though more analysis is required. The ground state S(0) is determined by
the sub-threshold tail, the 9.484 MeV 3/2+ resonance and the direct capture component.
The subthreshold state was removed from the fits shown in Fig. 4.10 and a calculation
made. The result is shown in Fig. 4.11. This shows that the 6.79 MeV state is required
for the elastic channel fits, so the elastic channel could offer constraint on the γp of this
state which is crucial for the ground state γ-ray transition. Similarly, the 7.556 MeV
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Figure 4.3: R-matrix fit to [Ferguson et al., 1956] 14N(p, p)14N data at θcm = 153
o
(reproduced from [Simpson, 2006]).
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Figure 4.11: Sample elastic fits at θ=70◦ and θ=153◦, with the subthreshold state contri-
bution removed. The subthreshold state clearly has an effect in the energy range of this
data, with the contribution being more important at larger angles.
state is required for the elastic fits, though this state is seems to be well constrained by
the γ-channel data.
We note that the flat areas in the measured cross-section should be largely resulting
from Coulomb scattering alone. However, the importance of the sub-threshold and 7.556
MeV states to the elastic scattering can be seen by comparing the Coulomb scattering cal-
culation alone, to a calculation including both Coulomb scattering and these resonances.
This is show in Fig. 4.12.
The elastic channel requires that the 9.484 MeV state has both l = 0 and l = 2
components, meaning that both components should be taken into account in the ground
state transition. If the 9.484 MeV state is constrained to just l = 0, poorer fits are
attained, particularly at larger scattering angles (shown in Fig. 4.13). This was suggested
by the authors of Ref. [9], though they made the assumption that the l = 2 contribution
was negligible.
The elastic channel might also help constrain the resonance at 1.446 MeV which
appears in the transition to the 6.18 MeV state, though it is unlikely that this will affect
the low energy S-factor.
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Figure 4.4: R-matrix fit to [Ferguson et al., 1956] 14N(p, p)14N data at θcm = 153
o,
sub-threshold level not included (reproduced from [Simpson, 2006]).
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[Simpson, 2006] displayed another interesting motivation toward a more careful, modern
measurement of 14N(p, p)14N . The R-matrix fits appear to be sensitive, especially at
back angles, to the γ-ray width of the sub-threshold level at Ex = 6793 keV. Figure 4.4
shows the fit with this level left out of the calculation. It is clearly worse. [Simpson,
2006] shows a similar effect at θcm = 70
o. A new measurement and analysis of proton
elastic scattering on 14N may, in addition to helping to constrain the best estimate of
S(0), also add weight to the lifetime result from the previous chapter, obviating the
need for attempts at re-measurement.
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Chapter 5
A New Measurement of Proton
Elastic Scattering on 14N
5.1 Experimental Setup and Procedures
In order to investigate all resonances that contribute to the low energy 14N(p, γ)15O
S-factor, proton beam energies of Elab = 1−3 MeV were required for this measurement.
The operating parameters of the TUNL 10-MV FN tandem Van de Graaff accelerator
do not allow it to reach such low energies with sufficient stability, and the TUNL/LENA
1-MV JN and 250-keV mini-tandem accelerators can not reach high enough terminal
voltages. Most unfortunately, as it would have been ideal for this purpose, the TUNL
High Resolution Laboratory 3-MV KN Van de Graaff accelerator has been decommis-
sioned. Therefore, the decision was made to perform the experiment at the Notre Dame
University Institute for Structure and Nuclear Astrophysics (ISNAP) where there is a
3-MV KN Van de Graaff accelerator and a windowless recirculating gas target.
Aside from the design and operation of the accelerator and the gas target, both
of which are beyond the scope of this study, the principles of the experiment were
exceedingly simple. The layout of the laboratory is shown in Figure 5.1. Hydrogen ions
Figure 5.1: KN accelerator layout at ISNAP (reproduced from www.nd.edu/∼nsl/).
were produced in a RF source bottle housed within the KN terminal. The beam exited
the accelerator, passed through an analyzing magnet, a switching magnet, then on to
the target. Beam currents were not integrated since the initial intent was for the entire
experiment to be a relative measurement (see Sections 5.3.2 through 5.3.5). Proton
beam currents were on the order of hundreds of nA. Beam currents were read off a
series of collimators leading into the target system in order to insure correct alignment
of the proton beam relative to the chamber. The final downstream collimator before
the target had an inner diameter of 3 mm. The target was a windowless recirculating
gas system, known as Rhinoceros, which originally lived at the University of Stuttgart
in Germany [Griegel et al., 1991; Hammer, c.1999]. A photograph is shown in Figure
5.2. The chamber was an 8 cm diameter hollow disk with eight radially-exiting ports for
silicon surface barrier detectors at θlab = 20
o, 30o, 90o, 105o, 120o, 135o, 150o and 160o.
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Figure 5.2: Rhinoceros windowless recirculating gas target at ISNAP (reproduced from
www.nd.edu/∼nsl/).
A HPGe γ-ray detector could be placed in close geometry to the face of the chamber
to measure target yield profiles. When accumulating scattering data, the gas pressure
was nominally kept at 0.25 Torr, corresponding to an 14N target nuclei areal density of
≈ 0.5µg/cm2. Like the previously described experiment, the electronics and DAQ were
a straightforward example of singles mode counting. Unlike the previously described
experiment, however, we were guests in a foreign laboratory and the details had to be
left to others. The DAQ system in use was the SpecTcl and XAMINE packages from
the National Super Conducting Cyclotron Laboratory at Michigan State University.
5.2 Run Time Summary
The experiment consisted of 470 scattering data acquisition runs and 93 target test
data runs of approximately 5-20 minutes each. Scattering runs 1 through 361 were
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for collecting 14N(p, p)14N data while runs 362 through 470 were for testing whether
the energy dependence of the cross section seen by the θlab = 30
o detector followed
the Rutherford law (see Section 5.3.4). The latter entailed installing an additional
detector in the θlab = 20
o port and recording the ratio between counts in the θlab = 20
o
and 30o detectors. The 93 target test runs were taken with a HPGe γ-ray detector in
close geometry with the flat surface of the target chamber (visible in Figure 5.2 within
Pb shielding). The counts in the γ-ray detector were normalized relative to the SSB
detector at θlab = 30
o. Yield curve profiles were taken at several target 14N gas pressures
(see Section 5.3.3) to check the thickness, stability, and linearity of the target. For the
acquisition of 14N(p, p)14N data, energy steps of ≈ 1 keV were taken over resonance
regions, ≈ 10 keV in non-resonant regions. The beam energy resolution was ≈ 1 keV.
In total there were 356 energy points taken with each of the seven detectors covering
a range of 2 MeV. The volume of data amounted to nearly 3300 individual charged-
particle and γ-ray spectra. In addition to accumulating spectra for each SSB detector,
scalers for each detector and ADC dead-times were also recorded.
5.3 Data Reduction and Analysis
Each scattering or target test data run produced one output file with all of the scaler,
spectra, and live-time data for detectors at all angles concatenated in one long ASCII
stream. The first step in the analysis was to write a computer code to parse this file
format and process the data into smaller pieces, i.e., files of individual spectra, that
could be handled by other analysis tools. The programming language and statistical
data analysis environment know as “R” was used [R Development Core Team, 2008].
The code produced, for each data run, single spectra as jpeg, text (column), text
(matrix), and spe formats in addition to tables of live-times and scaler readouts. The
spe format was used for manual peak area determination using GF3 (see Section 3.3.1).
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Figure 5.3: Example raw 14N(p, p)14N proton spectrum at θlab = 30
o.
The input to the parsing code was the 563 run files produced by XAMINE. The output
was the nearly 3300 spectra in four formats, or more than 13000 spectrum files plus
about 10 tables of scaler and live-time values.
5.3.1 Peak Area Determination in Raw Spectra
Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show examples of raw spectra from the SSB detectors at θlab = 30
o
and 90o, respectively. The spectra seen in the other detectors look identical to the
90o example. Only the 30o spectra exhibit slit scattering below the main peak. Even
with such simple structure, performing manual peak area determination with 3300 such
spectra was a rather bleak prospect. Thankfully, the simple structure of the spectra
made automated peak area determination a very attractive option. The candidate
wrote a computer program, also in the R language, for this task. The strategy was
straightforward. The code read in all spectra as text files, then found the channel with
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Figure 5.4: Example raw 14N(p, p)14N proton spectrum at θlab = 90
o.
the most counts in each. The peak widths were nearly constant across all runs for each
detector. This was checked as part of the testing procedure outlined below. The next
step was then to set the appropriate window around the centroid of the peak and sum
the counts in each channel within the limits. This worked quite well especially since
there was zero background in all but the θlab = 30
o spectra.
As a check on the method, 30 peak centroids and areas were determined manually
(using GF3) then compared to the results from the automated procedure. These rep-
resentative spot checks were drawn from across the range of data runs. Figures 5.5
and 5.6 show the results for peak areas. Overall there was good agreement between
the spot checks and the corresponding automatically detected peak areas. Figure 5.5
plots the absolute count difference versus run number between the manually measured
peak areas to that from the computer code. It can be seen that the vast majority of
differences were less than 25 counts and all of the differences were consistent with zero
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Figure 5.5: Absolute difference between manual and auto detected peak areas (see
legend in Figure 5.6).
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Figure 5.6: Percent difference between manual and auto detected peak areas.
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within the 95% CL error bars. The peak areas ranged from 1000 to 5000 counts. Fur-
thermore, there appeared to be no dependence of the area difference on run number.
Figure 5.6 gives a better sense of the relative magnitude of the uncertainty introduced
in the procedure by plotting the percent area difference between auto generated and
manually found peak areas versus run number. It can be seen that the difference was
only rarely more than 1% and almost every one of those cases was from the θlab = 30
o
detector. Even there, only two cases approach 4% while the rest were less than 2%. In
addition, there appears to be no run number bias. The reason for the slightly worse
outcome from the 30o detector was apparently due to the presence of slit scattering in
those spectra. The automatic peak area program did not subtract this contribution
because it is not actually background and therefore not present under the main peak.
Whereas the program would occasionally erroneously include as small amount of slit
scattering in the peak area values, the human could always more precisely set the ac-
ceptance window around the peak. Lastly, note that this level of relative difference
compares well with the inherent statistical uncertainty associated with the magnitude
of the peak areas in these spectra.
5.3.2 Reaction Yields from Gas Targets
The reaction yield for a single species extended target, neglecting effects due to beam
energy resolution, as seen in a detector of finite solid angle is given by Equation 5.1
[Rolfs and Rodney, 1988].
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dY
dΩ
(Eo, θ) =
∫
dσ
dΩ
(Ecm, θ)Np(x)nt(x)W (Ecm, θ) (Ecm, x) dΩ(Ecm, x) dx (5.1)
Ecm, Eo: Center of mass energy, projectile energy
θ: Detector angle, CM (implicitly a function of x inside the integral)
x: Position along target axis defined by direction of incident beam
dσ
dΩ
(Ecm, θ): Differential cross section
Np(x): Total number of projectiles incident on infinitesimal target layer
nt(x): Position dependent volumetric target density
W (Ecm, θ): Angular distribution of reaction product
(Ecm, x): Position and energy dependent detection efficiency
dΩ(Ecm, x): Detector solid angle seen by infinitesimal target layer
If the target is sufficiently thin, then the integrated beam current per infinitesimal
target layer, Np(x), will be nearly constant and can be taken out of the integral. More-
over, if the target is sufficiently thin such that the cross section varies slowly enough
over the target length, then it can be approximated by a cross section at an effective
energy, Eeff = Eo − ∆E/2, where ∆E is the width of the target in energy units.
Similarly, the angular distribution, W (Ecm, θ), and subtended solid angle, dΩ(Ecm, x),
become functions of only angle and position (respectively) along the target axis. Like-
wise, if local heating of the target by the beam is negligible, then the volumetric target
density, nt(x), will also be nearly constant and can be taken out of the integral. For
SSB detectors, the intrinsic efficiency, (Ecm, x), is nearly unity. The result of these
considerations leads to Equation 5.2.
dY
dΩ
(Eo, θ) =
dσ
dΩ
(Eeff , θ)Np nt
∫
W (θ) dΩ(x) dx (5.2)
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The integral in Equation 5.2 evaluated over the target length yields the product of
an effective target length, Leff , and an effective angular distribution, Weff (θ) (θ now
the usual detector angle). In, addition, if the target thickness (measured in terms of
energy loss by the incident beam) is much smaller than the beam energy, then Eo ≈ Eeff
thereby the differential cross section and yield will be a function of the same energy
(see Equation 5.3).
dY
dΩ
(E, θ) =
dσ
dΩ
(E, θ)Np ntWeff (θ)Leff (θ) (5.3)
If the differential cross section seen by the θlab = 30
o detector follows the Rutherford
scattering law, then the differential cross section at the other detector positions can be
calculated as shown in Equation 5.4.
dσ
dΩ
(E, θ) = C(θ)
dY
dΩ
(E, θ)
dY
dΩ
(E, 30o)
[
dσ
dΩ
(E, 30o)
]
Ruth
(5.4)
Here the target density and integrated beam current cancel. The ratio of yields is
the experimentally measured quantity, the Rutherford scattering cross section can be
calculated, and the geometric constant at each detector angle, C(θ) (Equation 5.5),
can either be found via a detailed study of the gas target system or by comparison
to other data reported as absolute differential cross section. The latter approach was
chosen, mostly for expediency, but also because the Rhinoceros gas target at ISNAP is
still considered to be in development and it is unclear at this time how best to use the
device for an absolute cross section measurement [LeBlanc, 2008]. It will be argued in
Section 5.3.5 that our approach most likely did no worse than if we had attempted the
former approach.
C(θ) =
Weff (30
0)
Weff (θ)
Leff (30
0)
Leff (θ)
dΩ(30o)
dΩ(θ)
(5.5)
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Figure 5.7: Gamma-ray yield profiles of the target at various 14N gas pressures (lines
through the points are interpolations, the error bars are 1σ).
5.3.3 Target Profiling
Even with a relative measurement, where the beam current and target density cancel
in first order, there were several questions to address concerning the windowless recir-
culating gas target. First, the approximate thickness of the target needed to be checked
in order to validate the assumptions of the previous section. Second, the stability of the
target had to be tested. Any evidence of local heating from the proton beam or drift
in density over time would clearly be unacceptable. Lastly, we wanted to see that the
target responded to changes in gas pressure in a linear manner as would be expected
from the ideal gas law.
Figure 5.7 shows four γ-ray yield target profiles for varying gas pressures. The
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Figure 5.8: Linear response of target profile centroid and FWHM to changes in 14N
gas pressure (error bars are ±10%, R2top = 0.9996 and R2bottom = 0.9872).
nuclear resonance reaction technique for profiling targets was explained in Section 3.2.3.
The solid curves through the points are interpolations to guide the eye, not fits to the
data. The error bars are approximately 1σ. The 14N + p capture resonance in 15O at
Ex = 8982 keV was populated and the radiative decay branch (94%) to the ground
state was observed in the HPGe detector. The differing heights of the curves reflect
the fact that the γ-ray yield is maximized at a certain combination of gas pressure
and proton beam energy, in this case P ≈ 2 Torr and Ep ≈ 1815 keV. The height
of another curve done with a gas pressure of, for example, 0.5 Torr would have had a
peak height lower than the 1-Torr curve. The regular, characteristic shape of the target
profile curves do not give any evidence of density instability due to local heating from
the beam or other causes.
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If the temperature and volume in the target chamber were constant, which was
expected, and the ideal gas law held, then any increase in pressure should result in a
linearly proportional increase in the target gas density. With the increase in density
should come a linear increase in stopping power. If true, then both the target profile
centroid and FWHM, which are both related to energy loss in the gas target, should
be linearly proportional to the increase in gas pressure. This did turn out to be true
as is shown in Figure 5.8. The plots show the response of the Rhinoceros target profile
centroids and FWHM to changes in the 14N gas pressure. The error bars in both plots
are ±10%. The solid lines are linear regression fits to the data. Both relationships
show a very high degree of linearity, R2top = 0.9996 and R
2
bottom = 0.9872.
The data in Figure 5.7 are not corrected for γ-ray detector efficiency and therefore
can not be used to estimate target thickness or areal density. However, since the total
length of the target layer (8 cm) and the 14N gas pressure used for the scattering
data runs (0.25 Torr) were known, a SRIM simulation could be done to estimate the
energy loss of the proton beam through the target and therefore the approximate target
thickness. The calculated mean energy loss, over 10,000 iterations, for a 1-MeV proton
beam was ∆E = 1.76±0.63 keV (1σ). Taking three standard deviations from the mean,
the maximum energy loss through the target was ∆E = 3.65 keV. This constituted a
thin target compared to the proton beam energy and relative to the broad resonances
we were most concerned with for this study. The small thickness of the target is also
evidenced by the lack of plateaus (see Figure 3.5) on the yield curves in Figure 5.7.
5.3.4 Rutherford Cross Section Energy Dependence at For-
ward Angles
This measurement crucially depended on the 14N(p, p)14N cross section at θlab = 30
o ap-
proximately following the Rutherford scattering energy dependence. Since the Rhinoceros
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Figure 5.9: Prior 14N(p, p)14N cross section data at forward angles.
gas target was still under development at ISNAP during the time of this measurement,
direct investigation of this question was not possible. However, it was not necessary.
Previous researchers had done so already. Figure 5.9 shows cross section data from
prior 14N(p, p)14N experiments at forward angles. This is all of the available data. To
fit the [Bolmgren et al., 1957] θcm = 39
o data and [Ferguson et al., 1956] θcm = 28
o data,
the theoretical Rutherford relationship had to be scaled in absolute magnitude by 10%
and 20%, respectively. The other data matched the theoretical curves without scaling.
The plot provides convincing evidence that the 14N(p, p)14N cross section at θlab = 30
o
does indeed have an energy dependence approximately equal to that of Rutherford
scattering. Of course, this was only half of the story. The next issue was how to tell if
the 30o detector in the current setup was seeing something close to Rutherford when
we were not able to directly measure the absolute cross section at any angle.
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Figure 5.10: Ratio of counts between θlab = 20
o and 30o detectors.
The solution was to install another detector at a forward angle, in this case at
θlab = 20
o, and look at the ratio of counts in the two detectors over a range of incident
proton beam energies. If the energy dependence of the cross section at these angles
was following the Rutherford scattering equation, then the ratio of counts should have
been constant with respect to beam energy. Figure 5.10 shows the result of this ratio
test with error bars at 95% CL. The points cover an incident-proton energy range of
Elab = 1−1.5 MeV and the horizontal line is a linear regression fit to the data whose
slope is consistent with zero (−0.002± 0.002 at 95% CL). Therefore, we can conclude
that the forward angle detectors were seeing an energy dependence that was following
the Rutherford law and it was justified to use the 30o detector to normalize the detectors
at other angles.
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5.3.5 Relative Yields and Scaling of Cross Sections
As noted in Section 5.3.2, the decision was made to determine the overall normalization
for the absolute cross section by using prior data. While it would have been prefer-
able not to rely on previous data, this was still a workable situation for a number of
reasons. The prior data, even given the limitations discussed in the previous chapter,
already contained a great deal of information on the appropriate absolute scale for the
differential cross section from a number of independent measurements using different
techniques. Moreover, even if the present data could not stand independently, this was
still the first 14N(p, p)14N measurement to cover the entire relevant (for astrophysics)
energy range in one experiment while also simultaneously taking data at all angles. In
addition, the present measurement was the first to use a windowless gas target. These
are significant advantages. Prior data were taken using a movable single detector and
used either a gas cell or solid target, which introduced complications from energy loss
in various thin metallic windows or backings. For our purposes, it was more important
to accurately trace the shape of the broad resonances in a more self consistent way than
has been done before. It was less important to remeasure the absolute scale of the cross
sections if reasonable settings could be found using results from previous experiments.
Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show the elastically scattered proton yields, in arbitrary units,
at each detector position, relative to the θlab = 30
o detector. The error bars reflect
≈ 5% statistical uncertainty at the 1σ level. The data have been corrected for ADC
dead-times. There was indeed an energy dependent dead-time effect. However, as can
be seen in Figure 5.13, the effect was negligible. Note that the live-time fraction, or
(1 - dead-time), is shown in Figure 5.13. DAQ dead-times were monitored using the
ADC busy signal.
The next step in the analysis was to transform the relative yields for each detector
to differential cross sections by multiplying each yield function by the Rutherford scat-
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Figure 5.11: Scattered proton yields at θlab = 90
o, 105o, 120o, relative to 30o detector;
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pi values are labeled on the 90o panel ([Ajzenberg-Selove, 1991]).
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Figure 5.13: DAQ live-time fraction effect at each detector angle.
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Figure 5.14: Present results scaled to global 14N(p, p)14N data: θlab = 90
o, 105o, 120o,
see Figure 5.11 for Ex and J
pi values.
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Figure 5.15: Present results scaled to global 14N(p, p)14N data: θlab = 135
o, 150o, 160o,
see Figure 5.11 for Ex and J
pi values.
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tering cross section at θlab = 30
o as directed by Equation 5.4. The result was relative
differential cross sections whose values differed from absolute by a normalization con-
stant dependent on only geometrical considerations (see Equation 5.5). Values for C(θ)
were then chosen to best match the aggregate global 14N(p, p)14N data at each nominal
detector angle. Figures 5.14 and 5.15 show the results. Error bars were omitted to im-
prove clarity of the presentation. The first thing to notice is the apparent discontinuity
in the 105o detector data at ≈ 1.8 MeV. This did not seem to be caused by either a
problem with dead-time correction, nor with the automatic peak area procedure. Had
either been the case, there would have been some signature of the problem in Figures
5.5, 5.6, or 5.13. During the experiment, the shift workers logged online estimates of
peak areas. The break in the 105o detector data appeared there as well. Therefore, the
problem must have originated somewhere in the signal chain prior to the DAQ system.
This issue will be addressed again in the next section.
Figure 5.16 shows the effect of shifting the normalization constant by ±15%. This
range demarcates satisfactory upper and lower possible limits on agreement. The de-
tector at 135o was chosen as an illustration because it appeared to be the worst case,
however, the results were similar for the other detector angles using the same factor.
Therefore, we adopt a 15% uncertainty on the overall normalization constant at each
detector angle. We can compare this outcome to what we might have been able to ac-
complish had we performed an absolute measurement. [Rolfs and Rodney, 1988] argue
that windowless gas targets can produce capture cross sections with ≈ 11% precision.
The difficulty in calibrating a HPGe detector for efficiency is not involved with a charged
particle scattering measurement. However, the estimate of [Rolfs and Rodney, 1988] in-
cludes seemingly optimistic predictions for uncertainties from beam current integration
(3%) and target density based on target chamber pressure and volume readings (5%).
Other approaches could include finding the target density with careful profiling of the
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Figure 5.16: Uncertainty estimate in absolute differential cross section scale.
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target using γ-ray yield curves or normalizing the scattering data using the strength
(ωγ) of a well-known narrow resonance. In both techniques, the uncertainty would
come primarily from the strength of the chosen resonance. Here there are not many
good options. Of the three narrow 14N + p resonances within reach of the KN acceler-
ator, two are reported without uncertainties, the other has an uncertainty of 12%. The
best-known low-energy 14N + p resonance is at Ecm = 259 keV and is reported with
7% precision. This state is too low in energy for the KN and does not appear in the
present reported excitation functions. Perhaps future experiments at ISNAP could use
their model JN accelerator to investigate these options (see Figure 5.1). This would
appear to be the most promising avenue for significant improvement over the present
reported results.
5.4 Brief Conceptual Overview of R-matrix Theory
The intent of this section is to introduce the basic concepts behind the R-matrix theory
and point the reader to the literature sources that contain detailed derivations. The
seminal paper is [Wigner and Eisenbud, 1947]. [Iliadis, 2007] provides an excellent
introduction to the topic starting with elementary scattering and the general theory
of resonances. The classic reference is [Lane and Thomas, 1958]. General low energy
resonance theory leading into R-matrix can be found in [Vogt, 1959, 1962] and [Vogt,
2004]. A recent advance in the topic of parameter transformation is given in [Brune,
2002]. Discussion of external electromagnetic capture, also known as direct capture,
in the context of R-matrix theory can be found in [Barker and Kajino, 1991] and
[Descouvemont, 2003]. [Azuma, 2004] is a very valuable distillation from the point of
view of an experimentalist wishing only to fit some data. [Ugalde, 2005] presents a
corrected derivation of the [Lane and Thomas, 1958] differential cross section formula.
A seemingly long forgotten, but incredibly detailed review can be found in [Breit, 1959].
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Lastly, the original approach of [Wigner and Eisenbud, 1947] was not the final word
on this topic. It may be worth investigating whether developments after 1958 might
represent improvement. The reviews of [Robson, 1974] and [Barrett et al., 1983] catalog
newer classes of theories to describe resonance reactions.
The R-matrix theory is a phenomenological reaction model that describes resonant
cross sections. In other words, empirical data are required. The theory cannot make
predictions from first principles. It is a boundary value theory, in which the world is
divided into internal and external regions. The boundary is the surface of the internal
region. Everything is known about the external region; since there is only the Coulomb
potential, the wave functions and phase shifts are known. All of the unknowns are
contained within the internal part, which represents the interior of the nucleus. The
unknowns are the parameters of the characteristic resonances of the system. These
resonances are described by reduced width amplitudes and pole energies.1 Internal
wave functions are assumed to exist and furthermore it is assumed they are able to be
represented by an expansion along an orthonormal basis. Expressions for observables,
such as the cross section, are found by matching the logarithmic derivative of the wave
functions at the boundary and with a clever application of Green’s theorem.
Resonances are grouped in order of their Jpi values. The description of the com-
pound nucleus involves, in principle, an infinite number of resonances. For the theory
to be tractable, the number of levels needs to be a truncated. To represent the con-
tribution to the cross section from the omitted resonances, each Jpi group will include
a fictitious distant background pole of variable energy and reduced width amplitude.
Better descriptions of the cross section include a direct capture component along with
the resonance contributions. However, the background poles are still required. The
concept of a reaction channel in the theory can be considered as a unique pathway
1The term “pole” comes from the theory of functions on the complex plane and is another name
for a singularity.
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into the compound nucleus. Reaction channels are comprised of the particle pair that
form the compound nucleus, with the relative orbital angular momentum between the
particle pair and their individual spins.2 Each channel then has its own associated
reduced width amplitude. All of this information about the internal region is neatly
encapsulated in the form of the R-matrix itself, as shown in Equation 5.6.
Rcc′ (E) =
∑
λ
γλcγλc′
Eλ − E (5.6)
The indices c and c
′
enumerate the channel alternatives into and out of the com-
pound nucleus, the λ index labels the resonances in the compound nucleus, the γλ are
the reduced width amplitudes, Eλ are the energy poles or eigenvalues, and E the center-
of-mass energy. These are the formal parameters of the system and cannot be directly
compared to physical partial widths and resonance energies of nuclei. A transforma-
tion has to take place between the formal and physical configuration spaces. There are
myriad schemes to accomplish this, however the key feature involves the choice of a
particular boundary condition at the surface of the internal region.
The R-matrix is also known as the derivative matrix, as it is related to the loga-
rithmic derivatives of the internal wave functions evaluated at the interaction radius
(boundary), a, through Equation 5.7, where ρ is the dimensionless radius, uE are the
solutions at any energy to the radial Schro¨dinger equation for the Coulomb potential,
and k the wave number.
1
R
= ρ
1
uE
(
duE
dρ
)
ρ=ka
(5.7)
Through Equations 5.6 and 5.7 the R-matrix also connects the logarithmic deriva-
tives of the internal wave functions to the values of orthonormal basis states at the
2There are actually several ways to define a channel.
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boundary through the definition of the reduced width amplitudes for the resonances of
the system, Equation 5.8. The basis states evaluated at the boundary are the uλ(a)
and µ is the reduced mass.
γλ =
√
~2
2µa
uλ(a) (5.8)
Once these relationships are established, it becomes possible to match the logarith-
mic derivatives for the external and internal wave functions at the boundary, solve for
the scattering function and express the cross section in terms of the (“formal”) reduced
width amplitudes and energy poles for the resonances of the system. The above discus-
sion involving Equations 5.7 and 5.8 apply only to the “single-channel” approximation,
i.e., spin-zero elastic scattering. In this case, the R-matrix reduces to an R-function of
the form in Equation 5.9. However, this example generalizes (somewhat) easily to the
multichannel theory and conveys all of the basic physics without getting lost in indices.
R(E) =
∑
λ
γ2λ
Eλ − E (5.9)
5.5 Computational Issues with R-matrix Analysis
and the AZURE Code
There are numerous difficult challenges to face when implementing a computer code to
model reaction cross sections using R-matrix theory. The R-matrix expression for the
cross section is expensive to evaluate owing to the presence of Coulomb wave functions
[Thompson, 1997]. The parameter space to be searched is very strongly peaked rather
than smoothly varying. R-matrix theory is a resonance theory after all, and resonances
by mathematical definition are singularities in the function. This fact makes mini-
mization of “χ2” by normal gradient methods very difficult. Numerical differentiation
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is, at best, prone to inaccuracies in floating point operations. Relying on numerical
derivatives to find the minima of a resonant parameter space is a recipe for slow (if
any) convergence, unstable iteration, inconsistent results and more. The R-matrix cross
section expression also, obviously, has a non-linear dependence on the adjustable pa-
rameters. This greatly complicates uncertainty analysis since traditional approaches,
such as the ∆χ2 + 1 contour method, are not statistically valid because the probability
contained within the hyper-surface is not known [Press et al., 1992]. Straightforward
Monte Carlo sampling of the fitted parameters is also problematic owing to their un-
known underlying distributions. If that were not enough, there are the formidable
book-keeping challenges and a large number of unknown parameters when dealing with
all but the simplest sets of reaction channels and levels in the compound nucleus. Lastly,
as indicated above, there is the fact that the configuration space of the R-matrix cross
section is composed of “formal” parameters that must be transformed somehow into a
physical configuration space in order to compare fitted models to experimental results
[Lane and Thomas, 1958; Brune, 2002].
Richard Azuma and his collaborators have done an amazing job of dealing with
nearly all of these problems in developing an open-source computer code called AZURE.
It is a multichannel general purpose R-matrix code, written in Fortran77 and uses the
MINUIT package for function minimization [James, 1972, 1998]. It follows the formal-
ism presented by [Lane and Thomas, 1958] with corrections to the cross section ex-
pression derived by [Ugalde, 2005] and the parameter transformation theory of [Brune,
2002]. The code can accept charged-particles and neutrons in the entrance channels
and the same plus γ-rays in the exit channels and can include some second order effects
such as convolution for beam energy resolution and target thickness integration. The
user can input reaction yield, cross section or S-factor data along with initial guesses for
energy eigenvalues and reduced width amplitudes. The code can then either calculate
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an excitation curve with initial guesses or perform a fit to the data and find the best
values for the reduced width amplitudes and energy poles. From there AZURE can
extrapolate the S-factor to zero energy. Many more details concerning the code can
be found in [Uberseder et al., 2009; Azuma et al., in preparation] and [Simpson, 2006].
The analysis presented below was performed entirely with AZURE.
5.6 Final Results and Discussion
The final analysis step was to take the (scaled) 14N(p, p)14N absolute differential cross
sections from the procedure described in Section 5.3.5 and use AZURE to perform
R-matrix fits to the data, producing estimates for the reduced width amplitude and
pole energy parameters. These would then be starting guesses as parameters in the
simultaneous fit to the new 14N(p, p)14N scattering data with the global data for the
14N(p, γ)15O ground state transition. A number of schemes were used in the attempt to
find useful starting parameters. For example, fits were performed to the new scattering
data at individual angles as were simultaneous fits to the “thinned” versions of the
new data where the number of points were uniformly reduced by a factor of two.
These steps were taken to greatly speed up convergence and allow trial of a number
of starting parameters. A number of different combinations of included 15O levels was
also attempted. Ultimately the most profitable strategy was to follow in the footsteps
of [Simpson, 2006]. The data of [Ferguson et al., 1956] were fit, simultaneously at
all angles, using a similar set of levels in the 15O compound nucleus as was used by
[Simpson, 2006]. Those parameters were then used as starting points for all subsequent
fits to present scattering data.
Table 5.1 lists all levels in the 15O compound nucleus that were included in the
R-matrix fits discussed in the following sections. The list is identical to that of [Simp-
son, 2006] with the exception of two excited states: Ex = 8922 keV, J
pi = 5
2
+
and
105
Excitation Energy Jpi
(keV) (~)
8982 1/2−
7556 1/2+
8743 1/2+
8922 1/2+
9609 3/2−
6793 3/2+
8284 3/2+
9484 3/2+
9488 5/2−
8922 5/2+
Table 5.1: 15O energy levels included in R-matrix fits.
Ex = 9662 keV, J
pi = 7
2
−
. These states were found not to improve the fits enough to
warrant the increase in time to convergence. Another difference in the present analy-
sis from that of [Simpson, 2006] was the number of included partial waves. [Simpson,
2006] only included the lowest order allowed partial waves, except in the case of the
very broad state at Ex = 9484 keV, where he allowed d-wave scattering. The present
analysis allowed all permissible values of orbital angular momentum up to and includ-
ing ` = 2 for all levels in the R-matrix fits. This was made possible by the advance
in CPU power over the past three years and possibly provided a better description of
the data. As with [Simpson, 2006], the present work included variable energy back-
ground poles initially set at Ex = 12297 keV. In the results shown below, all J
pi groups
included such a background pole except 5
2
+
. Again, as with the omitted states men-
tioned above, the background pole for the Jpi = 5
2
+
group was found to contribute
little for the performance penalty. Conveniently, AZURE did not require parameters
to be entered as formal reduced width amplitudes and pole energies, but allowed en-
try as physical level energies and partial widths. There were 47 unknown variables in
the calculations for scattering data alone, 67 in the simultaneous fits to 14N(p, p)14N
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plus global 14N(p, γ)15O ground state transition data. During all iterations, the level
energies were constrained to ±10% of their starting values. This was to prevent un-
physical outcomes for these known quantities. The starting level energies were taken
from [Ajzenberg-Selove, 1991]. Partial width parameters, including the bound state at
Ex = 6793 keV were always unconstrained. Run times for the program varied from
hours to days on a quad-core 3.0-GHz Intel R© Xeon R© server running Red Hat Linux.
The AZURE code was compiled using the Intel R© Fortran complier with all execution-
speed optimization options enabled, except those which compromised floating-point
accuracy. Parallelism was only employed in the “embarrassing” sense, i.e., instances of
the code with different starting parameters were initialized and run on separate cores,
but no message-passing was utilized. Initial convergence with a good set of starting
parameters could be achieved in as little as 2-3 hours. At times, runs where convergence
had seemed to stall for long periods could see significant “punctuated” improvements
in χ2 if allowed to continue for 1-2 days.
5.6.1 R-matrix Fits to 14N(p, p)14N Data
Figure 5.17 shows an example simultaneous fit to present 14N(p, p)14N data from all
detector angles. The quality of the fit was not at issue here, since this result was
intended to be a diagnostic. Recall from Section 5.3.5 and Figure 5.14 that there
appeared to be a problem with the θlab = 105
o detector. Figure 5.17 provided additional
evidence for failure of that detector channel. Note the divergence of the fit with the data
below ≈ 1.6 MeV. Smaller discontinuities also appear to have occurred near 1.25 MeV
and 2.6 MeV. After viewing the result from this calculation, the decision was made not
to include the data from the 105o detector in any of the future fits.
Figure 5.18 displays the best simultaneous fit to data from detectors at all an-
gles except 105o. The agreement is reasonable, χ2tot = 3.69. The broad states at
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Figure 5.17: Preliminary diagnostic simultaneous R-matrix fit to 14N(p, p)14N data at
all detector angles, see Figure 5.11 for Ex and J
pi values (text contains discussion of fit
quality).
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Figure 5.18: Simultaneous R-matrix fit to 14N(p, p)14N data, minus 105o detector,
χ2tot = 3.69, see Figure 5.11 for Ex and J
pi values.
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Ex = 8743 and Ex = 9484 keV are well described. The narrow resonances are well de-
scribed particularly in the back angles, but not as well in the 90o excitation function.
This result was deemed satisfactory, not only because the problem strenuously resisted
all further efforts at improvement, but also because it bettered the best fit of [Simpson,
2006] who had χ2tot > 4 for a simultaneous fit to only two angles. Fewer angles means
less data and better fits. Fitting 14N(p, p)14N data at single angles AZURE, with the
parameterization described above, was able to achieve χ2 ≈ 1 with both present data
and the data of [Ferguson et al., 1956].
5.6.2 Simultaneous R-matrix Fit to 14N(p, p)14N and 14N(p, γ)15O
Data
The parameters from the best R-matrix fit to the 14N(p, p)14N data alone, as described
above, were used as starting values for attempts to fit the new 14N(p, p)14N data
simultaneously with the global 14N(p, γ)15O ground state transition data.3 The best
result is shown in Figure 5.19. For this calculation χ2tot = 3.76. The capture data alone
are displayed in Figure 5.20 and a magnification of the low energy region is shown in
Figure 5.21. The fits to the scattering data at individual detector angles are reproduced
at the end of the chapter to allow for closer inspection of fit quality (see Figures 5.22,
5.23, 5.24, 5.25, and 5.26). Table 5.2 lists the total-width output parameters from the
calculation. The table shows the total widths, i.e., the sum of all partial widths for
each level, because there is very little experimental information on partial widths of
excited states in 15O, and showing the total widths allowed direct comparison with
published data. Asymptotic Normalization Coefficients for the Ex = 6793-keV bound
state were calculated by AZURE for all fits. However, they were not transformed
3It is unclear whether there is anything to be gained from applying this treatment to the data for
transitions into excited states in 15O. This will be the subject of future investigations.
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into physical parameter space and therefore cannot be compared to the experimental
results of [Bertone et al., 2002] and [Mukhamedzhanov et al., 2003]. The code portion
of AZURE that handles parameter transformation is newer and does not have all of
the bugs worked out yet. However, the other sections of the code have been more
thoroughly tested and checked [Uberseder, 2009].
Ex Ex J
pi Γcm Γcm
Compilation Fit Compilation Fit
(keV) (keV) (~) (keV) (keV)
8982± 1.7 8980 1/2− 3.9± 0.4 6.5
7556± 0.4 7552 1/2+ 0.99± 0.1 1.05
8743± 6 8750 1/2+ 32 42
8922± 2 8946 1/2+ 7.5 7.8
9609± 2 9593 3/2− 8.8± 0.5 70
6793± 1.7 6793 3/2+ Γγ = 0.41± 0.19 eV Γγ = 0.28 eV
8284± 0.5 8286 3/2+ 3.6± 0.7 3.9
9484± 8 9520 3/2+ ≈ 200 250
9488± 3 9483 5/2− 10.1± 0.5 8.8
8922± 2 8921 5/2+ 3.3± 0.3 3.9
Background Poles
NA 11169 1/2− NA 6042
NA 11910 1/2+ NA 985
NA 12569 3/2− NA 0.34
NA 10950 3/2+ NA 2144
NA 11954 5/2− NA 2.7
Table 5.2: Parameter output from simultaneous R-matrix fit to 14N(p, p)14N and
14N(p, γ)15O data compared to compilation values from [Ajzenberg-Selove, 1991], ex-
cept Ex = 6793 keV state, taken from [Bertone et al., 2001] and Section 3.4.
The agreement between the fit and the elastic scattering data in Figure 5.19 is very
similar to that of Figure 5.18 with the narrow resonances slightly better reproduced
in the θlab = 90
o excitation function for the former. For the scattering-constrained fit
to the ground state transition radiative capture data, the agreement is also reasonable
with χ2p,γ = 3.47 (see Figures 5.20 and 5.21). The fit to the capture data could have been
improved above Ecm = 3.0 MeV if the excited state in
15O at Ex = 10.296 MeV had been
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Figure 5.19: Simultaneous R-matrix fit to 14N(p, p)14N and 14N(p, γ)15O data,
χ2tot = 3.76, see Figure 5.11 for Ex and J
pi values (the individual angles can be viewed
in Figures 5.22, 5.23, 5.24, 5.25, and 5.26 at the end of the chapter).
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Figure 5.20: R-matrix fit to 14N(p, γ)15O ground state transition global data as con-
strained by elastic scattering data.
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Figure 5.21: Expanded low energy region of Figure 5.20.
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included in the calculation. It was left out as part of the effort to reduce computational
overhead and because the scattering data did not reach that high in energy. In all
likelihood, this had a small, if any, effect on the estimate of S(0)gs. The extrapolation
to zero energy arrived at a value of S(0)gs = 0.33± 0.05 keV · barn if we adopt only the
15% uncertainty in the overall normalization argued in Section 5.3.5, ignoring statistical
contributions from the fitting procedure. Note that AZURE cannot, as of yet, estimate
uncertainty in either output model parameters or extrapolations, as this is a highly
difficult challenge within the R-matrix framework (see Section 5.5). The present ground
state transition zero-energy S-factor is in good agreement with both the central value
and relative uncertainty reported in an upcoming review containing R-matrix fits of
global 14N(p, γ)15O data (elastic scattering was not included) [Costantini et al., 2009].
They reported a result of S(0)gs = 0.27 ± 0.04 keV · barn [Champagne, 2009]. The
present fitted value for the radiative width of the sub-threshold state at Ex = 6793 keV
was found to be Γγ = 0.28 eV (see Table 5.2) in agreement with all experimental results
[Gill et al., 1968; Bertone et al., 2001; Yamada et al., 2004], except that of [Schurmann
et al., 2008]. The latter reported a result of Γγ > 0.85 eV. The present result is
also not in agreement with the aforementioned upcoming review [Costantini et al.,
2009]. Their reported result, inferred via R-matrix analysis, was Γγ = 0.9± 0.1 eV.
These issues will be discussed further in Section 6.3. Turning to Table 5.2, there
is not enough available information on uncertainties to make quantitative statements
regarding agreement between the measured and fitted values of the total width for each
level. However, in a more subjective sense, the overall agreement is surprisingly good.
Not including the sub-threshold state, there are four cases where the difference between
the fitted and compilation total width is less than 10%, four where the difference is 15%
to 30%, and only two are higher than 50%.
The overall normalization was not allowed to vary in any of the R-matrix calcula-
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tions and was set to unity as a fixed parameter for all fits. This fact, plus the level
of agreement between the fits and four independent data sets offers some measure of
confidence in the chosen overall normalization for the scattering data. All fits shown
below were done with the radius parameter set at 5 fm. There were a small number
of trials whereby this value was varied. The preliminary inference was that the χ2
measure of goodness-of-fit could be improved slightly, but parameter and extrapolation
outcomes were largely unaffected. More work is needed in this area.
AZURE was capable including direct capture in the calculation of the excitation
curves. This feature was not used in the presented fits. Inclusion of a DC contribution
greatly increases computation times. However, it is likely that inclusion of this phe-
nomenon would improve the fit as it is an important part of the reaction mechanism.
AZURE was also capable of including second order beam and target effects such as con-
volution for the beam energy spread and target layer integration. Both also introduce
a large increase in program run times. [Simpson, 2006] reported improved fits when
introducing convolution for a beam energy spread of 5 keV. Such a value seems rather
high when taking energy steps of ≈ 1 keV (recall from Section 5.2 that the beam energy
resolution was also ≈ 1 keV). The fits of [Simpson, 2006] had χ2 > 4. Since the present
fits were slightly better, there seemed no need to include the convolution for the time
being. In addition, changes in the results from including target thickness integration
were likely to be very small for such a thin target (≈ 0.5µg/cm2, Section 5.1). These
neglected effects will likely be included, or at least checked, when the results are readied
for publication.
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Figure 5.22: 90o panel from Figure 5.19.
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Figure 5.23: 120o panel from Figure 5.19.
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Figure 5.24: 135o panel from Figure 5.19.
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Figure 5.25: 150o panel from Figure 5.19.
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Figure 5.26: 160o panel from Figure 5.19.
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Chapter 6
Implications of Presented Results
Since there were two separate experiments performed for this study, the results were
presented in their own chapters (3 and 5). However, the motivations for the two studies
were closely linked. Therefore, their implications were left for this standalone chapter.
In discussing the effect of the measurement, as described in Chapter 3, of the mean
lifetime (τ) for the Ex = 6793-keV state in
15O (hereafter “lifetime measurement”),
it will be important to keep in mind the context of the situation at the time the
results were published ([Bertone et al., 2001]). By the year 2001, the view provided
by [Schro¨der et al., 1987] of the mechanism for the 14N(p, γ)15O reaction at stellar
energies had been in place for 14 years and a large number of stellar modeling studies
had been based on the concomitant reaction rate. There were serious reasons to doubt
this view, as were discussed in [Adelberger et al., 1998] and given the re-analysis of
the [Schro¨der et al., 1987] data by [Angulo and Descouvemont, 2001a]. However, there
was no experimental evidence to contradict [Schro¨der et al., 1987]. To make matters
worse, many of the lowest energy data from [Schro¨der et al., 1987] for the ground
state transition later had to be discarded due to coincidence summing. So today, even
though the value of τ(Ex = 6793 keV) is still controversial (see [Schurmann et al.,
2008]), the results of Chapter 3 and [Bertone et al., 2001] remain the first experimental
evidence to overturn the picture of the reaction mechanism as presented by [Schro¨der
et al., 1987]. All subsequent investigations have confirmed the revised outlook. In
addition, the lifetime measurement altered the best estimate of S(0)total more than any
measurement before or since (see [Adelberger et al., 1998], Table 6.2 and Figure 6.6).
Furthermore, the later experiments, while reducing the uncertainties and producing the
necessary confirming direct S-factor data, also agreed with the results of Chapter 3 and
[Bertone et al., 2001] within the uncertainties. More details follow in the text, tables
and figures below.
When discussing the effect of the 14N(p, p)14N elastic scattering experiment (here-
after simply “elastic scattering”), the range of implications will mostly be limited to
improving the precision of the best estimate for S(0)total. The changes in the reaction
rate and reaction rate uncertainty from the elastic scattering result are not substan-
tial enough to significantly alter the current astrophysical picture. However, the result
could become more important if efforts to improve the distance measure to globular
clusters are successful (see Section 1.3.4).
6.1 Effect of the New Lifetime for the Ex = 6793-keV
Bound State in 15O
As discussed in Chapter 2, the results of [Schro¨der et al., 1987] suggested a dominant
role for the ground state transition at stellar energies due to an unusually large radiative
width for the Ex = 6793-keV state in
15O (see Table 2.1). The result of a direct
measurement of the mean lifetime for this excited state, reported in Chapter 3 Table
3.2 and [Bertone et al., 2001], implied a reduction in the radiative width by a factor
of 15 from that estimated by [Schro¨der et al., 1987]. This meant the ground state
transition could not dominate the low energy S-factor through the tail of a broad
sub-threshold level, and direct capture to the Ex = 6793-keV state in
15O was then
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understood to be the primary reaction pathway. The effect was a dramatic lowering of
S(0)total and the stellar reaction rate. Before proceeding further with the discussion, two
points need to be emphasized. First, although the result of the lifetime measurement
was the first experimental evidence for a significantly reduced 14N(p, γ)15O reaction
rate, this approach could not substitute for direct determination of the S-factor at low
laboratory energies. As noted above, these experiments did follow and confirm the
effect of the lifetime measurement. Second, at the time, full R-matrix analysis was
available to a small number of researchers. In order to evaluate the effect of a greatly
reduced radiative width for the Ex = 6793-keV state in
15O, we had to employ some
fairly limited methods to calculate the resulting S-factor. However, as can be seen in
Tables 6.1 and 6.2, the results were in very good agreement with the more sophisticated
analysis techniques that came later.
Figure 6.1 illustrates the situation following the lifetime measurement. As a re-
minder, note that the graph depicts only what was known in 2001 and excludes the
direct low energy S-factor measurements that followed by [Formicola et al., 2004], [Run-
kle et al., 2005], [Imbriani et al., 2005], [Lemut et al., 2006], and [Bemmerer et al., 2006].
The vertical bars at zero energy show the range of S(0)total estimated by each author.
The estimate of [Adelberger et al., 1998] (green) accounts for all measurements prior to
the lifetime measurement and is essentially the [Schro¨der et al., 1987] estimate (shown
in black) with a much wider lower bound on the uncertainty to account for the possibil-
ity that the Ex = 6793-keV state in
15O was not influential in the reaction mechanism
(see Table 6.2). The range of S(0)total estimated by [Angulo and Descouvemont, 2001a]
(purple) included an R-matrix re-analysis of only the [Schro¨der et al., 1987] data. The
range of S(0)total implied by the lifetime measurement is shown in blue. The value in-
corporated our estimate of the contribution from the ground state transition due to the
much smaller radiative width of the Ex = 6793-keV state plus the contributions from
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Figure 6.1: Effect of the new lifetime for the Ex = 6793-keV bound state in
15O on the
total 14N(p, γ)15O astrophysical S-factor.
the other transitions as provided by [Schro¨der et al., 1987]. The uncertainty shown for
S(0)total is a consequence only of the uncertainty in the lifetime. From Figure 6.1 it
looks like the fit of [Schro¨der et al., 1987] agrees with the data of [Lamb and Hester,
1957] better than the more recent results. The experiment of [Lamb and Hester, 1957]
used the activation technique and was vulnerable to over counting due to contamina-
tion from the 12C(p, γ)13N reaction. The works of [Lemut et al., 2006], and [Bemmerer
et al., 2006] showed the [Lamb and Hester, 1957] data to have large positive systematic
uncertainty.
The one-level R-matrix approximation of [Lane and Thomas, 1958] was used to es-
timate S(0)gs given the new result from the lifetime measurement. The new measured
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value of the radiative width for the Ex = 6793-keV state in
15O had to be converted
to a “formal” width for use with the one-level R-matrix method. Dimensionless single-
particle reduced widths were calculated according to [Iliadis, 1997], from there the
formal reaction partial widths were estimated. The contribution to S(0)gs from the
“tail” of the Ex = 6793-keV state was found to be 0.37
+0.31
−0.12 keV · barn with the uncer-
tainty arising from the 90% CL for the measured radiative width. This result depends
explicitly on the spectroscopic factor for the sub-threshold state (C2S = 0.49, measured
by [Schro¨der et al., 1987]) and the choice of radius parameter, in this case ro = 1.25 fm.
A similar procedure was followed in order to estimate the contributions from higher
lying states at Ex = 7556, 8284, and 9484 keV. Their contributions to S(0)gs were found
to be small, 0.0035, 0, 00044, and 0.018 keV · barn, respectively. [Schro¨der et al., 1987]
reported the direct capture component of the ground state transition having a nega-
tive phase with respect to the resonance component. With that taken into account,
we reported the value for S(0)gs as shown in Table 6.1, line 3). The total contribu-
tion to S(0)total from the other transitions was, according to [Schro¨der et al., 1987],
1.65 keV · barn, thereby yielding our value for the total S-factor at zero energy shown
in Table 6.2 line 4).
6.2 Consequences of the Revised 14N(p, γ)15O Astro-
physical S-factor
Figure 6.2 (solid line) shows the stellar reaction rate, calculated using Equations 1.9
and 1.10, as a function of temperature, relative to the NACRE rate [Angulo et al.,
1999], that resulted from the lifetime measurement. The range of temperature shown
represents roughly the temperature range for quiescent, i.e. non-explosive, stellar nu-
cleosynthesis as well as the range for which the 14N(p, γ)15O reaction is non-resonant.
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Figure 6.2: Reaction rate relative to the NACRE collaboration for 14N(p, γ)15O, as a
result of the lifetime measurement and reduced S-factor (T9 ≡ 109 K).
Above T9 = 0.1 K, the Ecm = 259-keV resonance becomes important and the approxi-
mate method for calculating the reaction rate, as described in Section 1.1, breaks down.
From Table 6.2 lines 1) and 4) we see that S(0)new/S(0)NACRE from the lifetime mea-
surement ranges from approximately 0.55 to 0.66.1 This was a significant reduction
that was reflected in a similarly large reduction in the stellar reaction rate. As seen in
Figure 6.2 there was a factor of ≈ 0.62-0.77 reduction in the rate compared to NACRE.
A number of studies were undertaken to specifically investigate the effect of the
reduced 14N(p, γ)15O reaction rate on stellar nucleosynthesis and globular cluster ages,
see [Degl’Innocenti et al., 2004; Herwig and Austin, 2004; Imbriani et al., 2004; Weiss
1The NACRE value for S(0) is identical to that of [Schro¨der et al., 1987] albeit with larger uncer-
tainty (±0.8 keV · barn).
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Fig. 7. Isochrone dependence on S . The calculated luminosity L, in
units of the solar luminosity L0, is presented as a function of the
effective temperature Te in Kelvin.
Fig. 8. Luminosity at turn-off LTO as a function of the cluster age t .
Points are the results of evolutionary calculations, continuous curves
correspond to linear fits in the logLTO–log t plane.
TO occurs at a later time and with a larger luminosity
[23].
The dependence is shown more quantitatively in
Fig. 8 for the higher metallicity composition (the low
metallicity case looks similar). By halving S the same
value of LTO corresponds to an age increase
3 !t !
0.7 Gyr.
3 A similar conclusion has been obtained by Straniero et al. in
Ref. [24].
This approach assumes that LTO can be fixed
from observations, independently of S. Actually the
determination of LTO requires the knowledge of the
cluster distance modulus, which is often obtained
by using RR Lyrae stars in the Horizontal Branch
(HB)4 as standard candles. In this case the relevant
observable is the ratio of LTO to the HB luminosity,
LHB, which is independent of the cluster distance.
A frequently used variable for determining the cluster
age is defined as:
(7)logLHB–TO = log(LHB/LTO).
As discussed in [23], variations of S also affect
the HB stars, which are powered by He burning in
the core and by H burning in a surrounding shell,
mainly through the CNO cycle. A decrease of S has
two competing effects: it decreases the CNO cycle
efficiency, decreasing LHB, and at the same time it
produces an increase of the helium core mass at He
ignition, increasing LHB. Helium burning starts when
temperature in the helium core reaches values near
108 K. The rise of temperature in the core is driven by
the growth of the core mass. A smaller S leads to a less
efficient hydrogen burning in the Red Giant phase and,
thus, to a slower growth of the core. This translates
into a less efficient heating of the core and thus into a
delayed He ignition with a larger He core mass [36].
The net effect depends on the cluster metallicity.
For low metallicities (Z = 0.0002) we find that a
decrease of S by a factor two leads to an increase
! logLHB ∼ 0.01. For moderately metal-rich HB
stars (Z = 0.001), where CNO burning is more
important, the same variation produces instead a
decrease ! logLHB of about the same amount. This
means that when using logLHB–TO as an age indicator,
the LUNA result leads to an increase of the estimated
age which depends on the cluster metallicity: we
obtain !t ∼ 0.5 Gyr for Z = 0.0002 and !t ∼ 1 Gyr
for Z = 0.001.
The determination of globular clusters ages is
presently affected by several uncertainties resulting
from the chemical composition, from the adopted
physical inputs and from the efficiency of various
4 For the sake of precision, our candles are provided by the HB
lower envelope (Zero Age Horizontal Branch, ZAHB) in the RR
Lyrae region.
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Figure 6.3: Effect of reduced S-factor on globular luster turnoff luminosity (reproduced
from [Degl’Innocenti et al., 2004]).
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and Serenelli, 2005; Herwig et al., 2006].2 The effect of the reduced reaction rate on
globular cluster ages is shown in Figure 6.3. As stars in the cluster begin to exhaust
hydrogen in their cores through the proton-proton chain, they will approach the end of
the main sequence (MS) and progress toward the turnoff point (TO) before continuing
on to the red giant branch (RGB). As the stars head toward the main sequence turnoff,
they increasingly rely on the CN-cycle for energy generation. Since the 14N(p, γ)15O
reaction is the bottleneck for the CN-cycle, if its rate is significantly reduced, then
the efficiency of the CN-cycle will be similarly reduced. On average, this will slightly
increase the time it takes for stars to “peel off” of the main sequence (see Figure 1.6,
and the discussion in Section 1.3.4), or equivalently, for the turnoff point to move
toward lower temperature. Therefore, the reduced 14N(p, γ)15O reaction rate implied
a higher TO luminosity for a cluster of a given age, or an increased GC age for a given
measured TO luminosity (see lower panel of Figure 6.3). The difference in estimated
GC ages for a reduction of S(0)new/S(0)NACRE = 0.5 is approximately 1 billion years.
The increase in time is dependent on the metallicity of the cluster. The effect is less for
lower metallicities. Overall, the reduced best estimate of the 14N(p, γ)15O astrophysical
S-factor, compared to that of NACRE, amounted to an increase in measured GC ages of
≈ 0.7-1.0 Gy. This change was important since astronomers wish to eventually improve
their estimates of GC ages such that the total uncertainty is less than ±0.5 Gy.
2These studies were undertaken in response to the direct measurements of [Formicola et al., 2004;
Runkle et al., 2005; Imbriani et al., 2005], which, as noted above, confirmed the indirect determination
of the S-factor from the lifetime measurement.
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6.3 Effect of the New 14N Proton Elastic Scattering
Data
Recall that the elastic scattering experiment had as its goal to further constrain the
estimate of the ground state transition S-factor for the 14N(p, γ)15O reaction. This
transition, although its importance was greatly reduced by the result of the lifetime
measurement, was still the second-largest contribution overall with a much more uncer-
tain estimated S-factor at zero energy (± ≈ 15%) than that from direct capture to the
Ex = 6793-keV state (± ≈ 4%). It was not expected that the elastic scattering result
would significantly alter the astrophysical picture, as did the lifetime measurement and
subsequent direct S-factor investigations, until astronomical distance measures improve.
Figure 6.4 shows an expanded view of all low-energy ground state transition data
along with (nearly) all of the R-matrix fits that have been performed. The fit of
[Mukhamedzhanov et al., 2003] has been left out because of its similarity to that of
[Angulo and Descouvemont, 2001a], i.e., their results agree and they both are fit only to
the [Schro¨der et al., 1987] data. The analysis of [Imbriani et al., 2005] also included the
[Schro¨der et al., 1987] ground state transition data along with that of [Formicola et al.,
2004], whereas the fit to the [Runkle et al., 2005] data left out the [Schro¨der et al.,
1987] results, except for the parameters of the higher lying resonances, which were
obtained from the [Angulo and Descouvemont, 2001a] R-matrix fits to the [Schro¨der
et al., 1987] data. The analysis performed in the 2009 review treated all of the ground
state transition data along with a re-normalization to the strength of the Ecm = 259-keV
resonance [Costantini et al., 2009]. The present analysis included all but the [Marta
et al., 2008] data. This fact will be addressed again below. The extrapolated values of
S(0)gs found by each author are listed in Table 6.1 and shown graphically by year in
Figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.5: Evolution of 14N(p, γ)15O ground state transition S-factor determinations.
Investigators S(0)gs Type
(keV · barn)
1) Schro¨der et al., 1987 1.55(34) Direct (p, γ)
2) Angulo and Descouvemont, 2001 0.08+0.13−0.06 R-matrix re-analysis of (1)
3) Bertone et al., 2001 (present Ch. 3) 0.12-0.45 DSAM mean lifetime
4) Mukhamedzhanov et al., 2003 0.15(7) ANC + re-analysis of (1)
5) Formicola et al., 2004 0.25(6) Direct (p, γ)
6) Runkle et al., 2005 0.49(8) Direct (p, γ)
7) Imbriani et al., 2005 0.25(6) Re-analysis of (5)
8) Review by Costantini et al., 2009 0.27(4) Global R-matrix analysis, no (p, p)
9) Bertone, present Ch. 5 0.33(5) (p, p) + global R-matrix analysis
Un-weighted mean 0.27 [not including (1)]
Table 6.1: Evolution of 14N(p, γ)15O ground state transition S-factor determinations.
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It is important to note that all R-matrix fits shown in Figure 6.4, except that by
this candidate using AZURE, were performed using the same computer code written
by Pierre Descouvemont and described in Angulo and Descouvemont [2001a]. It is a
“single-channel” R-matrix code. The term, in this case, refers to the fact that only a
single particle pair is allowed in the entrance and exit channels and the orbital angular
momentum is limited to ` = 0.3 In contrast, the AZURE code is “multichannel”,
meaning more than one particle pair is allowed in the entrance/exit channels and higher
partial waves are easily incorporated in the reaction model. All previous R-matrix fits
to the ground state transition were able to obtain a satisfactory description of the data
including only ` = 0 contributions. On the other hand, [Simpson, 2006] found he had to
include ` = 2 contributions for the broader resonances and background poles in order
to obtain good fits to older 14N(p, p)14N data (alone). Furthermore, as mentioned
in Section 5.6, for the present analysis partial waves up to and including ` = 2 for
all poles had to be included to obtain satisfactory simultaneous description of both
the capture and scattering data. Another difference between all previous and present
R-matrix fits to the ground state transition involved the treatment of direct capture.
Both Descouvemont’s code and AZURE are capable of realistically modeling underlying
DC background as an external electromagnetic interaction rather than an artificial
superposition of distant poles. Recall from Section 5.6.2 that the latter approach was
chosen for this study due to the already large computational expense inherent with
the multichannel model. The analysis of all previous authors included the explicit DC
contribution.
We are now able to discuss the new scattering-constrained R-matrix analysis of the
14N(p, γ)15O ground state transition S-factor data in the context of previous work. It
seems clear that some analyses of the ground state transition data should be considered
3It’s not entirely clear whether the code is limited to ` = 0, or if the orbital angular momentum
was restricted to allow faster convergence.
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Figure 6.6: Evolution of 14N(p, γ)15O total S-factor determinations.
Investigators S(0)total Type
(keV · barn)
1) Schro¨der et al., 1987 3.20(54) Direct (p, γ)
2) Adelberger et al., 1998 3.5+0.4−1.6 Global re-evaluation
3) Angulo and Descouvemont, 2001 1.77(20) R-matrix re-analysis of (1)
4) Bertone et al., 2001 (present Ch. 3) 1.77-2.10 DSAM mean lifetime
5) Mukhamedzhanov et al., 2003 1.70(22) ANC + re-analysis of (1)
6) Formicola et al., 2004 1.70(20) Direct (p, γ)
7) Runkle et al., 2005 1.68(9) Direct (p, γ)
8) Imbriani et al., 2005 1.61(8) Re-analysis of (6)
9) Grineviciute and Halderson, 2008 1.676 Theory (RCCSM)
10) Review by Costantini et al., 2009 1.69(8) Global R-matrix analysis, no (p, p)
11) Bertone, present Ch. 5 1.75(9) (p, p) + global GS trans. analysis
Un-weighted mean 1.73 [not including (1) and (2)]
Table 6.2: Evolution of 14N(p, γ)15O total S-factor determinations.
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to have been superseded by others. The extrapolations of [Angulo and Descouvemont,
2001a] and [Mukhamedzhanov et al., 2003] fit this description as they were done before
any of the recent direct S-factor experiments. The extrapolation of [Runkle et al., 2005]
obviously included recent data, however, the results of [Schro¨der et al., 1987] were not
included in the fit. This was justifiable on the grounds that the new measurement
was far more precise. The problem, though, is that contributions from higher lying
resonances in 15O turn out to be important at stellar energies and there are no other
sources of such information among capture data. And, of course, the [Runkle et al.,
2005] analysis only included capture data. [Imbriani et al., 2005] included the [Schro¨der
et al., 1987] data in their analysis. However, when deciding what value of S(0)gs to
adopt, the [Runkle et al., 2005] data have to be included. Therefore, [Imbriani et al.,
2005] has been superseded by the soon-to-be-published review of [Costantini et al.,
2009] which, as mentioned above, included all available data including that of [Marta
et al., 2008] (see Figures 6.4 and 6.5 and Table 6.1).
[Costantini et al., 2009] suggested that the inclusion of elastic scattering data should
be investigated as a further constraint on the estimate of S(0)gs. The analysis presented
here does just that with two omissions. As noted, DC was not included, nor were the
data of [Marta et al., 2008]. These would be two conditions that might favor adoption
of the estimate of S(0)gs from [Costantini et al., 2009]. However, from Figure 6.4 we see
that the scattering-constrained fit to the ground state transition agreed with the [Marta
et al., 2008] data better than the fit done by [Costantini et al., 2009]. This is quite
interesting for a couple of reasons. The [Marta et al., 2008] measurement is expected
to be both highly precise and highly accurate. The better than 10% precision came
from the reduction of coincidence summing through use of segmented HPGe “clover”
detectors. The high degree of accuracy resulted from the fact that the measurement of
the ground state transition data was done relative to the direct capture transition into
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the Ex = 6793-keV state, which was well-understood.
If the [Marta et al., 2008] data are truly the most accurate, then this would suggest
that the scattering-constrained fit should be favored despite not including DC in the
R-matrix model and, furthermore, that the overall normalization for the scattering data
was reliable. In any case, it is not clear how important it is to include DC. The pre-
dicted DC contribution to the ground state transition, as inferred from 14N(3He, d)15O
data, is quite large [Bertone et al., 2002; Mukhamedzhanov et al., 2003]. However,
strong destructive interference effects result in a small realized contribution from DC
in the observed data [Champagne, 2009]. In the present analysis, the non-resonant
background is modeled by interfering contributions from distant fictitious poles. It
could be argued that we would expect the underlying background in the non-resonant
region below Ecm = 200 keV to be very well described if the reaction model accurately
reproduced cross section data across two particle pair channels, at multiple scattering
angles, and up to 3 MeV. We intend to investigate this question in the future.
The second reason for interest in the agreement with the [Marta et al., 2008] data
has to do with a hypothesis that highly precise data in that region would constrain the
extrapolation to zero energy. This claim is weakened by the observation that the fit
shown in [Costantini et al., 2009], which did include the [Marta et al., 2008] data, was
not forced through the [Marta et al., 2008] points while the scattering-constrained fit
did find its way through those points even though they were left out of the calculation.
In addition, the present and [Costantini et al., 2009] fits are much closer together on the
high energy side of the resonance than they are on the low energy side. This suggests
that even if high precision points in the 300-400 keV region could force an R-matrix
fit through them, it would not necessarily follow that there would be an effect at zero
energy. Overall, it is difficult to believe that a few points anywhere near the resonance
in the radiative capture excitation function, no matter how precise, could influence the
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matrix extrapolations of global 14N(p, γ)15O ground state transition data (error bars
are ±15%).
weighted least-squares fit when there is so much high-precision data present in other
channels.
[Simpson, 2006] found that the Ex = 6793-keV sub-threshold level in
15O must be
included in the R-matrix expansion for good quality fits to be obtained to 14N(p, p)14N
data (alone). We reach the same conclusion for simultaneous description of scattering
plus capture data. However, we found something else of potential interest. While the
stability of the goodness-of-fit and extrapolated S(0)gs values depended crucially on the
presence of the Ex = 6793-keV bound state in the R-matrix calculations, these quan-
tities were largely independent of the magnitude of the calculated radiative width for
the state (see Figure 6.7). It appeared as if the sub-threshold level was acting exactly
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like a background pole, whereby numerous acceptable combinations of reduced widths
for these fictitious states were possible so long as the S-factor energy dependence was
faithfully reproduced. In other words, it seemed that the up-turn in the ground state
transition S-factor below Ecm = 200 keV was due more to the superposed contributions
from higher lying states than from the sub-threshold level. This suggested the possibil-
ity that, in prior single-channel R-matrix fits, the sub-threshold level was playing a sort
of surrogate role for an effect that could only be described when the scattering channel
was included. Again, it was unclear whether this behavior would be reproduced had
electromagnetic capture been included in the model. This question certainly warrants
further study. Previous presumptions about the ability of R-matrix analysis to con-
strain the physical value of the radiative width for the Ex = 6793-keV sub-threshold
level in 15O appear to be unfounded and further efforts to re-measure the lifetime for
this state, as additional means of constraining S(0)gs, may be obviated. These consid-
erations make it impossible to interpret the disagreement between the radiative width
determined by the present R-matrix analysis with that reported in [Costantini et al.,
2009].
The aforementioned results suggest ramifications that are a bit more far reaching,
if perhaps only for charged-particle reactions with light nuclei. When attempting to
determine a reaction S-factor at stellar energy, rather than concentrate on direct mea-
surements at very low laboratory energy where the results may have uncertainties so
large that the S-factor within the Gamow peak is barely constrained, it may be as or
more profitable to focus on obtaining a wide variety of information on the compound
nucleus through other reaction channels over a wide energy range. In other words, now
that the means exists to construct multichannel reaction models, a better approach
may be to focus on obtaining and including as many cross section data as possible from
a number of reaction pathways in order to tightly constrain the model and enhance the
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believability, accuracy, and precision of the S-factor extrapolation to stellar energies.
It is difficult to assess in a concrete quantitative sense how much the inclusion of
scattering data has constrained the best estimate of S(0)gs for the
14N(p, γ)15O reaction.
There is, however, some qualitative evidence toward the affirmative conclusion. Figure
6.7 suggests that the inclusion of scattering data forms a tight constraint on the best
estimate of S(0)gs. The fits represented in Figure 6.7, in addition to having radiative
widths for the Ex = 6793-keV sub-threshold level in
15O that varied over orders of
magnitude, had significantly different initial conditions and goodness-of-fit statistics
(from χ2tot < 4 to χ
2
tot > 5). Despite this considerable variability, all resulting estimates
of S(0)gs agreed with the best fit value within the uncertainty.
Our adopted relative uncertainty of ±15% for S(0)gs is identical to that of [Costan-
tini et al., 2009]. Although, it could be argued that our procedure for arriving at this
value (see Section 5.3.5) provided a worst-case estimate, i.e., a 100% CL rather than
the 1σ level likely intended by [Costantini et al., 2009] for their result. One serious
drawback to our method for determining the scale for the absolute cross section is that
it does not provide enough statistical information to construct an uncertainty interval
with a more reasonable significance, for example, a 90% CL. It is our contention, how-
ever, that the R-matrix fit to the ground state transition S-factor and the extrapolated
value at zero-energy presented in this study carry additional weight due to the fact that
our analysis described not only the capture data, but scattering data over a wide range
of energies and detector angles. Another limitation and obstacle to comparison is that
neither AZURE nor the Descouvemont code can correctly account for statistical uncer-
tainty in the minimization procedure, owing to highly difficult and unresolved issues
concerning uncertainty estimation with R-matrix analysis (see section 5.5). A rigorous
procedure for estimating statistical uncertainty in S(0)gs arising from the extrapola-
tion would most likely involve non-parametric methods based on stochastic sampling.
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Figure 6.8: Changes, relative to the NACRE collaboration, in the 14N(p, γ)15O reaction
rate since 2001 (T9 ≡ 109 K).
Such methods do not require normality nor any foreknowledge of underlying probabil-
ity distributions and do not rely on complex, often unavailable, analytical approaches.
Two possible avenues would be bootstrapping [Efron and Tibshirani, 1994] and Markov
Chain Monte Carlo [Gilks et al., 1995]. Both techniques would produce full statisti-
cal distributions of estimates for S(0)gs from which proper confidence intervals could
be constructed. A comparative re-analysis of both scattering-constrained and non-
scattering-constrained capture data using such techniques would be the only way to
conclusively decide whether inclusion of scattering data has constrained the best esti-
mate of S(0)gs for the
14N(p, γ)15O reaction. However, a rebuild of the minimization
section of AZURE would likely be required, or the ground-up development of an entirely
new code.
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6.4 Recommended 14N(p, γ)15O Astrophysical S-factor
and Reaction Rate
Using the new scattering-constrained value, obtained in the previous chapter, for the
14N(p, γ)15O ground state transition S-factor at zero energy of 0.33 keV · barn and the
updated values for contributions from the other transitions as determined by [Costantini
et al., 2009], we arrive at the new best estimate for S(0)total shown in Table 6.2 line
11). The stellar reaction rate as a function of temperature was calculated as described
in Section 1.1 (Equations 1.9 and 1.10). The new 14N(p, γ)15O reaction rate, based
on a scattering-constrained R-matrix fit to the ground state transition, relative to the
old NACRE rate, as a function of temperature, is shown in Figure 6.8. The values are
listed in Table 6.3.
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T9 NA <σv> ratio
(K) (cm3 ·mol−1 · s−1) (present/NACRE)
0.008 5.74e-25 0.573
0.009 9.97e-24 0.574
0.010 1.16e-22 0.576
0.011 9.99e-22 0.577
0.012 6.67e-21 0.579
0.013 3.64e-20 0.580
0.014 1.69e-19 0.582
0.015 6.78e-19 0.583
0.016 2.42e-18 0.584
0.018 2.29e-17 0.587
0.020 1.59e-16 0.590
0.025 7.67e-15 0.598
0.030 1.47e-13 0.605
0.040 1.08e-11 0.620
0.050 2.26e-10 0.635
0.060 2.30e-09 0.650
0.070 1.46e-08 0.666
0.080 6.72e-08 0.682
0.090 2.43e-07 0.698
0.100 7.34e-07 0.710
Table 6.3: Recommended 14N(p, γ)15O stellar reaction rate based on 14N(p, p)14N con-
strained R-matrix fit to global 14N(p, γ)15O ground state transition data.
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Conclusions
We have performed the first measurement to produce a two-sided interval estimate for
the mean lifetime (τ) of the Ex = 6793-keV bound state in
15O. This result played an
important part in forcing a re-evaluation in the understanding, which had been preva-
lent for more than a decade, of the mechanism for the 14N(p, γ)15O reaction at stellar
energies. Moreover, the measurement lead to a substantial downward revision of the
total S-factor, a reduction in its uncertainty, and an upward revision of approximately
0.7-1.0 billion years for the age estimates of the oldest globular clusters. Our result
also spurred renewed attempts at improved direct measurements of the 14N(p, γ)15O
S-factor at low laboratory energies. Subsequent investigations into the precise value
of τ(Ex = 6793 keV) have been ambiguous due to the very high degree of difficulty
in measuring lifetimes of excited states on the order of 1 femtosecond. However, all
experiments following our groundbreaking result have confirmed the updated view of
the reaction mechanism.
We have reported new proton elastic scattering data on 15O that show significant
improvements in self consistency, energy coverage, and resolution over previous data.
We have, for the first time, included scattering data in the R-matrix analysis of the
14N(p, γ)15O ground state transition. Satisfactory simultaneous R-matrix fits to cap-
ture plus scattering data have been attained that produced a value for S(0)gs that is in
good agreement with a recent review of the global capture data, albeit with a slightly
higher absolute value. Our result adds confidence to the values of S(0)gs reported by
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previous investigators. However, our analysis carries added weight since the parameters
of our reaction model not only reproduce the ground state transition proton capture
data, but also simultaneously reproduce the proton elastic scattering data at multiple
angles and over a wide energy range. In the future, all attempts to improve upon
the knowledge of the astrophysical S-factor for the 14N(p, γ)15O reaction should, at
minimum, achieve the same standard.
An additional, albeit preliminary, insight from the present analysis suggests that the
role of the Ex = 6793-keV bound state in
15O may have been exaggerated due to the
total reliance by previous researchers on capture data alone. Furthermore, and this may
generalize to other charged-particle reactions involving light nuclei, for estimation of
astrophysical S-factors, obtaining information on states over a wide range of excitation
energy, accessed via alternative reaction channel cross section data, could be of equal
or greater importance than direct measurements at low energy that are burdened with
large uncertainties.
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